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During Halloween Here

Carter Taking'
Drastic Moves
To Help Dollar
By R.GREGORY NOKES
Associated gress Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Saying the
nation's economy is threatened,
Pre&dent Carter today announced
drastic measures intendeA3a,stcsi the
long slide in the Veined-the U.S. dollar,
including borrowing'bp to $30 billion in
foreign currencies to buy unwanted
ponhiarlr

The measures also includes steppedup sales of U.S. gold reserves and an
almost unprecedented one percentage
point increase in the Federal Reserve
Board's key bank lending rate to a
record high of 9.5 percent.
The aetion seemed certain to set off
another round of increases in interest
rates throughout the American
economy, which could further tip the
nation toward a recession. But officials
said they still think a recession can be
avoided.
-Carter said the actions are necessary
"to correct the excessive decline in the
dollar which has recently occurred."
He was referring to the everworsening
drop in the value of the dollar, which
has declined as much as 40 percent
against such major currencies as the
Japanese yen, German mark and Swiss
franc.
Lately, the slide has gotten worse
rather than better, and Carter's new
anti-inflation program did nothing to
improve the dollar's position, which
was a bitter disappointment to the
administration.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal said the administration
decided "strong action had to be
taken," and Carter approved the
measures last weekend.
"The continuing decline in the exchange value of the dollar Is clearly not
warranted by the fundamental
economic situation. That decline
threatens economic progress at home
and abroad and the success of our antiinflation program," Carter told
reporters at the White House.
Treasury Undersecretary Anthony
Solomon said the measures "represent
.a commitment to massively intervene,
if necessary" to support the'dollar. The
United States has been under growing
pressure from abroad to intervene in
foreign exchange markets by buying up
dollars with borrowed foreign
currency.
Solomon said "there's been a
speculative attack against the dollar,"
meaning that speculators are purposely
trying to manipulate the dollar's value
downward to reap quick profits.

Newspaper
Announces
Rate Hike
An increase of 25 cents per month in
the home-delivered price of The
Murray Ledger & Times has been
announced, effective today.
The increase raises the carrier
delivered price of the daily newspaper
to $2.75 per month and the carriers
themselves will share in the increase.
Rates for mail subscriptions are unchanged.
"We regret that we are forced to
impose this small increase on our
subscribers," circulation manager T.
P. Delaney, Jr., said.

But Blumenthal declined to comment
on a government investigation of
allegations that some major U.S. banks
might be among the speculators dritng
the dollar down. He said it was a Justice
_
Department_ matter.
The government until now had
resisted large-scale intervention to
back the dollar because of a feeling that
the nearlyone-half trillion in-dollars
held abroad could be mobilized by
speculators to undermine any U.S.
support and make the situation worse.
The dollar-support measures, announced jointly by the Treasury
Department and the Federal Reserve
Board, include:
—Borrowing up to $15 billion in
marks, yen and francs from West
Germany, Japan and Switzerland
under so-called swap agreements,
which are special arrangements that
exist between governments for
ctirrency-support operati to.
---The issuance of up to $10 billion in
foreign currency-denominated U.S.
government securities, meaning the
government would issue them for
foreign currencies, which it could use to
buy up dollars.
—Borrowing up to $3 billion in foreign
currencies from the International
Monetary Fund, also for support
operations and also sell another $2
See DOLLAR,
Page 12-A, Column 6

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Franklin
Circuit Judge Squire Williams said
today he has disrnissed the indictments
against former state fianance
secretary Russell McClure in connection with the transfer of two state
vehicles to the family of former state
— -
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UP IN THE AIR — Things were Lai in the air today at the construction site
of the new Murray State University Student Center as construction
materials were lifted by a crane onto the building. A workman can be seen
waving to position the materials.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee

Howard
Democratic Chairman
"Sonny" Hunt.
Willians indicated he did so because
technically there is no penalty attached
to the statute which forbids such a
transfer, except generally under sealed
bids.or public auctions.
The judge said he similarly dismissed
charges . against Melvin Young, for-

rnerly an aide in the finance departmeta.
The penalty aspect was one of the key
points raised by McClure's lawyer 10
days ago when he moved to dismiss the
case.
McClure, a former vice president of
Morehead State University,, had
resigned earlier as finance secretary to

'The Music Man'Coming To Town
Meredith Wilson's 'The Music Man"
is coming to-Murray for performances
beginning Thursday, Nov. 9 at A.
Carman Pavillon.
Susan Johnson will serve as musical
director for the fall play by MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre,
according to a spokesman for the event.
Johnson, who earned her music
degree in piano from Idaho State
University, has been involved with
musical productions for over 30 years,
the spokesman said.

"The director's most noted
productions are 'Amahl and the Night
Visitors,' and- Via Mexico,'wilt& she-produced while living in Nairobi,
Kenya," he noted.
As a first time director for the
community theatre, Johnson is comfortable with the progress of the "very
strong cast" that includes 50 members,
the spokesman said.
He pointed' out that "because of
scheduling conflicts," the play will run

Murray System Students
Should Be Immunized
Murray School System officials say
all students in the Murray city system
must be properly immunized by Nov.
10.
A spokesman indicated Calloway
County Health Department personnel
has notified parents if their children
need further immunization.
The action is an outgrowth of a policy

David Thomas is big, sure handed, AM-talented and
he's good at what he does, playing tight end for the
Murray State University Racers football team. Murray
Ledger & Times Sports Editor Tony Wilson profiles the
player in today's sports section.
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While Calloway County Sheriff's
Department personnel and volunteers
with the county fire-rescue squad were'
busy with fires Halloween night,
Murray Police Department contended
with egg throwing in the city.
Firefighters with the county firerescue squad extinguished at least
eight-structure,--tire a•-•: L.-4-- .f
said
during the evening, a
today.
A sheriff's department spokesman
said three juveniles were arrested in
Dexter while in the city, Murray Police
cited one person for disorderly conduct.
According to a police spokesman,city
police "cleared" the courtsquare after
10 p.m. Halloween night "without incident."
The police spokesman said city police
investigated a number of egg throwing
incidents.
Calloway County Sheriffs Department and fire-rescue squad personnel
worked as a team on a number of fires
in the county Halloween night,
spokesmen said today.
County fire-rescue squad personnel
extinguished a bridge fire on Tobacco
Road, a bridge fire on Martins Chapel
Road, a barn fire west of Lynn Grove,
an abandoned house fire on Doc
Wallace Road, a stock barn fire on KY
893 near Lynn Grove_ e barn fire east of
Lynn Grove and at least two tire fires
on U.S. 641 at Dexter.

Charges Against Russell McClure Dropped
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a little
cooler
Mostly sunny and a little cooler
this afternoon with highs In the
mid to upper 60s. Clear and cool
tonight with lows in the low 40s.
Sunny Thursday with highs in the
upper 60s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: Little
or no precipitation with abase
normal temperatures.
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school board members adopted earlier
this fall. State law requires a valid upto-date immunization certificate to be
on file for all school children in Murray
city schools at all times, city school
officials say.
The spokesman said on Nov. 10 letters will be mailed to parents from
school administrative offices notifying
them of a need for the up-to-date
record. "Parents may check at the
office of their child's school prior to
Nov. 10 if they have any questions about
their children's current immunization
status. We much prefer keeping all
students in school but we are required
by law that each child have necessary
immunization," the spokesman warned.

Thursday and Friday, Nov.9 and 10 and
Friday andSaturday, Nev. 17 and
Carman Pavilion is located across from
Calloway County High and is the same
location as the Kappa Haunted House
held recently.
The opening act for each perfonnance will be 8 p.m. Admission is
$2-50 for adults, $2 for children under 12
and $1.50 for senior citizens, the
spokesman said.

take charge of Special projects for Gov.
Julian Carroll.
He currently is on leave from that
Young, of Danville, was assistant
properties director in the Department
of Finance,and also is on leave from his
current job as fiscal and personnel
director in the state Department of
Labor.
Robin Griffin of Lexington, the
lawyer for McClure, said the language
of the statute used in the indictment
originated in 1942 and had no penalty.
Commonwealth's Attorney Ray
Corns had acknowledged that his main
concern was over the argument about a
penalty.
•
McClure and Young were indicted
last month for the transfer of a 1972
Ambassador and a 1970 International
Scout.
The case first came to light in a
report by state Auditor George Atkins,
who said he thought state statutes and
regulations had been violated in the
See MeCLURE,
Page 12-A, Column 2

A spokesman for Murray Qty School
System said city schools had practically no damage done overnight.
Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris
today complimented the work done by
volunteers with the fire-rescue squad.
"If it hadn't been for them we would
have had lots of damage, more than
--what--we had,"
Personnel with Murray Fire
Department extinguished four leaf fires
and two garage fires Halloween night, a
spokesman said. A fire burned a garage
located at 211 South llth Street
belonging to Lilly Brown. Cause of the
blaze was unknown. Another fire
burned a garage belonging to Dave
Hopkins at 223 S. 12th. Cause of that
blaze was also unknown, a spokesman
said
Police and fire agencies throughout
Kentucky didn't have much fun on
Halloween night, because they spent
much of the evening responding to
widespread complaints of vandalism
and mischief.
In Mayfield, police said several
display windows were broken by rockthrowing youths. Police were guarding
the exposed businesses to prevent
looting until store officials could make
temporary repairs.
State Police said that three Bowling
Green residents were killed late
Tuesday when their car smashed into a
vehicle that had parked off Kentucky 85
to allow a child to trick-or-treat in the
area.
Killed were Robert Douglas Wilson,
22, Carlos R. Lee, 31, and John Earl
Jones, 33. The accident report said that
the car driven by Wilson was exceeding
100 mph when the accident occurred.
Three passengers et the partuat ear
were taken to City-County Hospital in
Bowling Green with injuries. They were
identified as Randall R. Jones, 18,
Bonnie Jones, 16, and Sharon Lindsey,
16, all of Bowling Green.
State Police at the Hazard post said
that an apparent prankster blew up a
transformer that knocked out electrical
--service to much of Leslie County.
Polite said that telephone service in
that southeastern Kentucky county was
also disrupted.
Kentucky Power Co.; which serves
Leslie County from Hazard, was investigating the incident.

.

Police in Louisville and Jt.fki,nt
County reported what officials termed
the "usual" amount of egg throwing
and minor pranks, but nothing serious.
There were no reports of foreign
objects in fruits and candy given to
trick-or-treating youngsters.
State Police said the derailment of
two railroad cars in Harlan County
might have been the result of a
Halloween prank.

Senior Citizens Greenhouse
Program To Get Underway.
The Senior Citizens of Calloway
County have planned a program for the
Utilization of the greenhouse, owned by
the Senior Citizens of Calloway County
at 1610 West Main Street behind the St.
John's Episcopal Church, according to
Galen M. (Tripp) Thurman, executive
director of the local group.
Alfred Wolfson will be the instructor
for the program of raising plant cuttings for house plants. Persons interested in this program should deliver
their cuttings on Friday, Nov. 3, bet-

Open hours for individuals to work at
the greenhouse will be on Monday and
Tuesday from 10 a.m. to noon and on
Thursday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
"We are looking forward to a good
turn out of interested persons and
knowledgeable and enjoyable classes.
All items that could donated will be tax
deductable to the donor and will be
Thurman said other programs that greatly appreciated," Thurman said.
Persons having questions regarding
will utilize the greenhouse will be
planned during the winter months and the greenhouse program may call Viola
will be announced through the news Olswing at 753-9432 or Kathie Gentry at
759-1991.
media.
ween 10 and 11 a.m. to the greenhouse.
The special class will be held on Friday,
Nov. 10, from 10 a.m. to noon.
Rose cutting classes have been
scheduled for Wednesdays on Nov, 15,
22, and 29 from 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at
the greenhouse with Albert Parker as
the instructor.

MSU On Iteceivirig End Of More
Than $5.5 Million In Grants, Aid

Murray gthool Superintendent
Robert Glai Jeffrey said during a
school board session in late October
Ott about 30 percent of students attending Murray schools have no immunization records on file with school
More than $5.5 million in federal and
officials. He said fewer students in the
grant money has already been
state
upper class levels are immunized
committed to Murray State University
compared to students in the lower class
the 1978-79 fiscal year, making it the
for
levels.
largest grant year in university history.
Th.e board:Toney indicates all
Less than four months into a new
"
children attendkof Mirror schools
fiscal year, the total of $5,541,724 inmust be immunized against diptheria,
cludes student financial aid funds and
tetanus, whooping cough, polio, rubella
grants to be administered through both
and
measles)
(German or three day
Murray State University Founthe
Subeola (measles).•
and the university's general
dation
the
School officials say to check with
fund.
county health department or private
A breakdown by university officials
physician to determine if a child's
elate figure:W. stallerit
"Irrefftifillttkift'rerottrtIrtifi-rti-clate.
••••••••••••• •••

-

$145,800.2 Upward Bound, $135,000;
financial aid, $2,225,784; Foundation,
81,323,805; and university grants
through the general fund, $1,992,155.
Student financial aid monies include
an estimated 91,200,000 to be awarded
through the federal Basic Education
Opportunity Grant program and
another $435,710 for the Federal WorkStudy Program of student employment.
Ansapg grants administered by the
Foundation in 1978-79 are these:
Advanced Institutional Development
Peograin,. $174,275; ProjectA011o
•
_

Project EASE (Environmental
Approaches to Special Education).
$129,000; Career Education for the
handicapped, $124,261; Integrated
Science-Mathematics-Education
Project (ISMEP), 9112,167; and ----.
Teacher eorps, $101,545.
A grant of $925,976 for the Basic Skills
Education Program at Ft. Campbell is %
the largest administered thi-ough the
general fund. Another $169,793 has been
awarded to the Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC) project Both
SW et:atilt** grants.

.
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Ftuirsday , No ember: ,
North Calloway Elementary
Mission groups of Flint School Parent-Teachei- Club
Baptist Church are scheduled will meet at 6:30 p.m. with the
program to be by the Calloway
to meet at seven p.m.
High Speech team.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens
Bob Summers will speak at
are scheduled to meet at
Mararuitha Center at 7:30
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
p.m.
at seven p.m. •
Wellbeaday,November I

PAGE 3-A

SetludAY, November
National Organization for
Women will hold its first
meeting in. Itocen-..1101., -CamHealth Building, Murray State
University, at four p.m. This
is.open to both students and
non students and men and
women

Mr. &.Mrs. Taz Lamb
Plan For Celebration

Youth Hayride of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
_startsaithooliurch
, at six p.m.

Friday. November 3
Bob Summers will speak at
Cincinnati Ballet Company
Mr. and Mrs. Taz H. Lamb of Kirksey Route One will
the Maranatha Center, North
celebrate their silver wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov
12th and Olive Streets, at 7:30 will be presented at 8:15 p.m.
Square and round dancing
in Lovett Auditorium, Mut'ray
5, with a reception to be held at the Brewers United Methodist
p.m.
State, as a part_o(*Murray will be held at the WOW Hall
Church Fellowship Hall.
at 7:30 p.m.
The couple was married on Oct. 31, 1963, in Corinth, Miss.,
North Pleasant Grove Civic Music Association
concert
series.
at
the parsonage of the Rev. Newton D. Guexry, niinister of
Cumberland Presbyterian
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Osmus
the Methodist Church there.
Church will have a church
Craft Bazaar by Ladles. will be honored op their 35th
— Mrs. Lamb is the former Pollyanna Rhea, daughter of the
wide potluck supper at six
Inunanuel Lutheran . wedding anniversary with an
League,
late Refus A. Lamb and Elizabeth Chester Rhea. Mr. Lamb
pen. with session meeting tr
is the son of Mrs. Lois Rose Lamb and the late Claud Lamb.
at Calloway open house at the home of Mr.
will
Church.
'be
OFFICERS Of THE newly formed Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi are, lett to
follow.
He isaunployed as a carpenter and farmer.
Public Library from rune a.m. and Mrs. John Cooper, Lynn
right (front): Dortha Stubblefield, treasurer Edna Vaughn, extension officer; Tricia
They are the parents of one daughter, Mrs. Reale Dale
Grove,at two p.m.
p.m.
to
five
Thursday, November 2
Nesbitt, vice-president,(back): Linda Fain, recording secretary; Rita Burton, corresponRheaneita Humphrey, Benton Route Three,and three sons,
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate
ding secretary. and Beverly Galloway, president.
Curtis Martin, Franklin Thomas,and James Richard Lamb,
Sunday, November 5
Shopping for Senior Citizens
of
American
Diabetes
all
at home.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Taz H. Lamb
Association will meet at First will be held and call 753-0929
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
will
celebrate
their
25th
morning
Presbyterian Church at two by nine a.m. for
the reception between the hours of two and four pm.
p.m. and seven p.m. with shopping and by 11:30 a.m.for wedding anniversary with a
reception at the fellowship
program by Jan Hough, afternoon shopping.
hall of the Brewers United
registered dietitian.
Stata--Methedist
Church from two to-Murray
Coffees -for
p.m.
four
Society
Women's
University
Nondenominational Bible
Study will be held at Seton will be held at the home of
Murray Branch of the
Land Between the Lakes
Hall, North 12th Street, at 7:30 Masa Read with Edna
Famous Name
American Association of
activities
will
include
Harvest
from
p.m. Public invited and each Gowans as cohostess
Women met on
University
9:30 to eleven a.m. and from Fest at The Homeplace 1850 Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 7:15 p.m.
asked to bring Bible.
from one to four p.m.; In
Cloret-Groy-Burnt Surma-Teat
cme tothree p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Frank
Celebration
of
Nature
at
Murray Woinen' of the
Kodman.
Center Sation at two p.m.;
Moose will meet at the lodge
Dr. James Thompson, head
OFF
Golden Age Club is Close Encounter at Silo
hall at eight p.m.
of the agriculture department
scheduled to meet At the social Overlook at six p.m.
of Murray State University,
Garden Department of hall of the First United
was the guest speaker. He
Kirksey United Methodist
Murray Woman's Club will Methodist Church at twelve
spoke on the subject,
Church will have its annual
have an open meeting with noon.
"International Dilemmas In
homecoming with the---Rev.--- Food Situation."
program by Mrs. Cox of
Church Women United will John Jones as speaker and
Poppy Shoppe at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. Margaret Terhune,
Persons may bring dried hold as World Community special music by the New president, presided. A social
flowers to be arranged if Day program at the Martin's Kentuckians.
hour was held.
Chapel United Methodist
'desired.
1 Group
Church at 7:30 p.m. with the
Ellis Center will be open Rev. Dan Tucker asspeaker.
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Chris'tmas Bazaar by Xi
Senior Citizens with devotion
OFF
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
at 10:05 a.m., .lesson on
Sigma Phi • will be at Commacrame by Annette Lale at
munity, Room, Federal
A PREVIEW OF THE"NUTCRACKER" was presented at
Members of Chapter M of
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
At the next meeting of
Savings and Loan, Seventh the P.E.O. Sisterhood
Misty Harbor
theopen meetieg of the Music Departmeqt of the Murray
were Chapter M, the members will
band practice at one p.m.
and Main Streets, from six to ,entertained on Saturday,
Woman's Club on Oct. 17, Participants were, left to right,
participate in the annual sale
Mrs. Chuck Simons, Keel- Bolls, Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Rebekah
- October 28 in the beautiful of articles for the benefit of
Open house for parents and 414R
Brock as the Sugar Plum Fairy, and-Deaasock.• Speakers
rural home of Mrs. Lawrence their educational projects.
interested persons will be held
Were Mrs. Paul Klesow, Mrs. David Travis, and Miss
Saturday, November 4
Philpot. With Mrs. Donald
at Calloway County High
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette will be
OFF
Rebecca Dublin. Mrs. John C. Winter was program chairSemi-annual old newspaper Burchfield assisting, the hostess on Monday, November
School thig evening.
man. An afternoon matjnee of the "Nutcracker" will be
77
Troop
Scout
Boy
drive by
hostess served a ten o'clock 6, at 7:30,o'clock.
'presented to all the students in Calloway County by the Music
Murray Civitan 'Club will will be held and call 753-3824 brunch preceding the business
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, Murray Civic
Other
members
present
at
meeting. Bowls of golden rod
celebrate ita 20th birthday at for pickwa.
Music Association, Murray Stale University, Murray
the
brunch were Mrs. Robert
graced the serving tables.
its annual charter night obElementary Schools, Calloway County Elementary Schools,
T.
Bryan,
Mrs.
John
C.
The Chapter president, Mrs.
servance at Seven Seas
Land Between the Lakes
and Fisher-Price. About 50 persons werepresent at the open
Restaurant,
activities will include field trip Alfred Lindsey, Jr., presided •Quertermous, Mrs. Paul
meeting.
on Birds That trey atZenter at the meeting and gave the Sturm, Mrs. James Parker,
Mrs. Howard Titsworth, Mrs.
Station at one p.m.; Era of invocation before the meal.
Court Square
Dr. Joan Maupin, who was a Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Hugh
Iron Revisited at Center
Due to unexpected Pre-Christmas or-.
Furnace at two p.m.; Honker guest at the meeting has Oakley,and Miss Ann Herron.
(tering,. 1,ml! be unable to (weep( orders
'STYLE
by Moonlight at Center Station accepted an invitation to
Lig DAY E/rf°,6
transfer her membership to
fsery friday between Noon and 1:00 p.m.
at 7:30 p.m.
ilistom _fram in 9
.11,1- .S,cykri dav.
'Mademoiselle will be showing the latest in
Chapter M from her Chapter
fashion in the Dining Room of the Hohday
.NOvember
U,in Athens, Georgia.
Craft Bazaar by Ladies
Inn, Join us And enjoy the newest in
Several members of the
fashions and best in eating.
League
of
Immanuel local chapter were recent
Lutheran Church will be held
guests of Chapter P, Paducah
at Calloway Public Library
in the home of Mrs. Philip
from nine a.m. to three p.m.
fa Nu NI MI
liamilton, on the lake at old
ej""le.
The Alice Waters-Circle
kattawa.Saturday's program was the First Methodist Church
Christmas Bazaar by Xi
Alpha Delta of Beta Sigma Phi presented by Mrs. Harlan Women met Oct. 10 at 9:30
BURT REYNOLDS
will be at Community Room, Hodges who reviewed "I a.m. with Mrs. H. G. Dunn,
ENO
Federal Savings and Loan, Cann To Love You Late" Sharpe St.
Seventh and Main Streets, published by Revell & ComMrs.
.Cortez
Byers,
from nine a.m. to twelve noon. pany. The author, Joyce
Chairman
presided, Mrs. A.C.
Landorf has written a novel
telling the life of Martha, LaFollette led for prayer, and
oporallOP-1111
""
.
•••
based on the Biblical accounts Mrs. W. L. Alford gave the
4
4
-2—
ZsascH
11.1111
!
1
••••••••••
treasurer's
report.
.
of the warmth of the.
•••••••i•sale:1••••••• relationship
Announcement was made
of Jesus with the
family at Bethany. She that the Church Women
changing United would meet Friday,
stressed
the
emotions and attitudes in the Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at Marcharacter of Martha who was tin's Chapel Church. The
the head of the household in annual United Methodist
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
which Jesus was so frequently Women's conference will be
•••
held at Larnbuth College,
a visitor.
Jackson,
Tenn., with the
Pm-a REVENGE
41COUR
IM
theme for the program to be
7:25,
:tuw
lallaseatind
OFDIE
Recipes
"New
People
for
Booklet
On
a
New.Age."
fiNKPANTHER: 9.20
Mrs. LaFallote reported on
tridTNURS.
Children's Quality Leather and Suede
For Milk Is Available the progress being made on
repair of the Waymans Chapel
The fifth booklet in the Church.
WALTER
OLINDA
7:20,
"Wonderful
World of......
MATTHAU JACKSON
Mrs. Harold Speight had
series, "The Wonderful World
9:10
0 chestnut
charge
of the program on the
of Milk," is just off the press.
Off Reg. Retail Price
House Calls"
1
It's illustrated with color and subject, "How to Deal with
Small
EndTHURS.I
Annoyances."
Her
contains milk tips and recipes
from beverages to soups, Bible reading was Romans 8.
The next meeting , will be
including vegetables, main
with Mrs. Anna Stahler, 1506
KATIOKAL
LAMP•111111s
dishes
and
Car4e4
desserts.
Belmonte
N Central Ctr
Among these are Honeydew
7:15,
Mrs. Dunn served coffee
Crush, Frosty Peach Shake,
9:15
cake, coffee, and spiced tea to
Infant Sizes 3% thru
Brazilian Coffee and Chilled
End THURS. A uit vt NSA Mluel
13 members.
Almond Soup. Vegetables and
Youth Size 6
11111.1110111111.1111111111.01111111.11111111111111
The next meeting will be
main dishes include Celery
Almondine, Come Again with Mrs. Anna Stahler, 1506
Vegetables.. Sole Turbans, Belrnonte Drive. Mrs. Eloise
7:25,
•ntral
Casserole Cheese Sandwich King will be in charge of the
9:05
and Creamy Chicken Chow program.
11 re THURS •
11
Mein. For dessert you might
,
choose an Apricot Cherry Flan
er
or Spanish Cream.
For Information
Hours
Send order and twenty-five
OPEN
Regarding
cents in coin for each booklet
; 2.1 South
9:30-5:00
FRI., SAT. & SUN.
to Wonderful World - Milk,
Mon-Fri
United
Dairy
Industry
Opei, Fri. 1
Association, 6300 North River
9:00-5:00
(Permanent
106 N.4th
Road, Rosemoot, Illinois
Sat.
60018.
Removal of Hai)
children's
styles
shoestand
in
arriving
boots
latest
regular
(Shipments
of the
Other booklets at twentyfive cents each are available
*s.•
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Sportswear
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Mrs. Hodges Speaks At
Meeting, Philpot Home

Dresses
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Raincoats
25%
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Let's Stay Well
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Managing the Common Cold

FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 11111

aamb
non
oute One will
Sunday, Nov.
ted Methodist
'orinth, Miss.,
y, Minister of
iughter of the
a. Mr. Lamb
Claud Lamb.
Rexie Dale
id three sons,
chard Lamb,
ited to attend

'
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Financial problems are
occupying your mind. Some
good straight' thinking could
result in a solution that would
benefit everyone.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)T41
4 (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(kV
Don't be upset if you have to
Take a little extra care now
change your plans. It's to your and the social event you're.
advantage in the long run. Be planning will be the most
flexible
and agreeable.
successful ever
the talk of
TAURUS
the town.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
CAPRICORN
A favor from an unexpected (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
source will put you in an
Your faith in people will be
'especially good mood today. strengthened by something
There's a celebration in the that happens today. A good
friend will make you realize
'offing.
GEMINI
you're not alone.
(May 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
Slow down. It's time to (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
JI
A day for sharing and
review who you are and where
you're going. You may caring . whether you're
discover you need to change married or single. The
--i. your priorities.
company you keep should be
carefully chosen.
I'CANCER
t ,(June 22 to July 23) ®42) PISCES
'.
Everything's favorable (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You could have regrets
where business is concerned.
1 -Serenity reigns on the ham today, but be honest with
front. An all-around delightful yourself and you'll realize that
you did the very best possible
day.
LEO
under the circumstances.
. (July 24 to Aug. 23)
_ Stick to your guns where an
YOU BORN TODAY will get
• important decision is con- through life with ease because
t-. cerned. If you give in without you were born with the gift of
securing some of your ob- laughter. You keep emotions
inside and, although unjectives you will regret it.
-VIRGO
demonstrative, are a faithful
lover and loyal friend. Your
1 (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
,. Your personality rates a intuition is infallable and you
--4""C"for Charm today. You can have rare insight, especially
1 exert tremendous
•
influence on where close friends and
i others, achieve goals you've relatives are concerned. A
,t. set for yourself, make irn- touch of the dramatic in your
makeup makes a career in the
1 portant contacts.
theater a possibility. Your
'LIBRA
brilliant mind and flair for
,(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Your fondest dream won't- leadership 4rould bring you
materialize, and it's just as success. Birthdate of: Burt
well.
You
might
be Lancaster, actor; Daniel
dissatisfied and unhappy if Boone, frontiersman; Queen
Marie Antoinette of France.
wishing made k so.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign-
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Dexter Homemakers Club Holds Meet
May Denny -presented theJesson ..on "Understanding
!Einotional Development" at
the meeting of the Dexter
Homemakers Club held on
Thursday, Oct. 12, at 9:30 a.m.
at the Dexter Center.
The devotion was given by
Maude Woodall and prayer
was led by Lula Parrish. The
roll call was by June Pritchett

with each one giving
something about Halloween.
Members voted to sell 197980 calendars at one dollar each
as a money making project for
the club. Brooks Collie,
president, presided.
Also present were Dolly
Colson, Irene Mitchuson, and
Elizabeth Puckett.

Q: Mrs. N.S. writes to the mouth or nose.
drowsiness and rest.
The virus cells are very Cough remedies should be
ask whether any progress
is being made in research similario human cells,and used if-coughing is a probon the cause and cure of it has been most difficult to lem.
•
Apt
find medicines that will kill
the common cold.
It should be recognized
A: In spite of persistent the cold viruses and not that medicines have no
44?
. e.w
research
efforts, little damage normal tissue. curative benefits on the
• hit
progress has been made in Some progress has been course of a cold but are to
the management of the made in medicines such as be used only for sympto•J•
amantadine and vidara- matic relief. The effects of
common cold.
•
A cold has been found to bine, which act against the cold viruses are selfbe due to a complex mix- viruses with little or no limitinA and are - - not
ture of viruses. A virus harin.to other cells. While nous ot,
vaccive made from these the future is unpredictable. Antibiotics or sulfa drugs
does not appear capable of _ the greatest hope of con- have no effects in curing or
conferring a lasting immu- trolling virus diseases is. shortening the course of a
CLOYtSJONES. standing. directed. the lesson_ op _"-M4(ing Silk flowers" 10/ the
ilISCoVety cif chemicals - cold. If high-fever occurs,
nity. An infection front —
Calloway-County Homemakers Association on Friday, Oct. 27,lithe Extension Office.
these viruses confers only which can act adversely on the disease is more than a
Mrs. Jones assisted the 23 persons present in learning the art of making silk flowers.
a short immunity, and a - the viruses and not harm cold. It often means the
Mrs. Jones is also talented in growing flowers and she and her husband, Clifton E.
victim is subject to a re- other cells. If this becomes presence of the flu or some
Jones, who n%side in the South Pleasant Grove neighborhood,are known for the many
peat infection after a brief possible. control of the vi- other systemic inlection
beautiful roses they grow and share with their friends, clubs, and churches. On the
time.
rus diseases may improve and may require an evaluright is Anna Lou Jones.
These viruses are highly .in a manner similar to that ation by a physician.
contagious and are against dangerous bacteStaff photo by Debbie N...Lee-•
transmitted by nasal dro- rial infections which have
plets, oral secretions or by been conquered in the past.
OfInterest To
physical contact, such as a
Treatment of the comhandshake with a person mon cold presently conwho has an acute upper sists of:
•
respiratory infection. The
- Rest: Going to bed
viruses are transferred to promptly Or limiting activthe mucous membranes of ity at the onset of a cold
increases the chances of
Dr. Roy 0. Hatton,assistant forced to resign from the known as -the "Aaron Burr
shortening the disease and
Conspiracy."
He
was
professor of history at Murray Army on account of ill health.
decreases the chances of it Golden Age Club Will
Dr. Hatton said Burr was acquitted in 1807 after a
State University, was the
being spread to other pernotable
trial
for
treason.
to
moved
Later
bar,
to
the
admitted
guest speaker at the meeting
sons.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Hold Meet
of the Captain Wendell Oury New York City, and in 1800 he returned to New York City
-Fluids:
These
Fred
are
hetpTurner
of
Kirksey
was
to
resume
the
practice
president,
of
law.
for
candidate
Chapter of the Daughters of was a
The Golden Age Clubs will
Mrs. John Livesay, regent, dismissed Oct. 11 from the ful in keeping secretions
the American Revolution held receiving a tie vote in the
flowing freely and in wash- hold its monthly potluck
Community
opened
Hospital,
the
meeting
with
a
with
College
Oct. 14 at the home of Mrs. Electoral
ing out the toxic effects of luncheon on Friday, Nov,3, at
Thomas Jefferson. The House . pledge to the flag; Mrs. Ed Mayfield.
Robert Bucy on Earl Court.
twelve noon in the social hall
the viruses.
Diuguid,
.
chaplain,
led
the
then
"Aaron- Burr" was the of Representatives was
Medicines: These con- of the First United Methodist
subject of the program by Dr. required to ballot and Jef- DAR ritual and prayer; Mrs.
_sist_ot aspirin or aspirin: _Church.
--PARIS PATIENT
Hatton who said Burr was a ferson ,was elided as Corume McNutt acted as
A short skit and group
like chemicals to lower
Ruby
Nesbitt
of
Hazel
has
Most controversial figure in president and Burr as vice- ...secretary.
aching.
relieve
fever
and
participation
on "Getting To
The- hostess, Mrs. Bucy, been dismissed from the Antihistamines are useful Know You" will follow
history. Born in Newark, N. president due largely through
the
Henry
County
General
J., he was third vice-president the aid of Federalists led by assisted by her daughter, Mrs.
'to dry excessive nasal dis- luncheon and brief business
Carolyn Smallrnan of the Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
charges and to promote meeting.
of the United States in the Alexander Hamilton.
American Revolution. Dr.
The speaker said Burr, Paducah DAR Chapter, and
Hatton ,said he showed angered by this and later Mrs. Stark Erwin, served
efe
marked military talent, took events, chlitlenged Hamilton dessert and punch from a
beautifully
appointed
table
part in Benedict Arnold's to a duel. Hamilton met him,
Canadian Exposition in 1775; but fired into the air, but Burr centered with an arrangement
was given rank of lieutenant- shot-and fatally wounded him. of fall flowers.
Guests were Dr. and Mrs.
colonel in, 1777 and was at- Indicted for murder, Burr fled
tached to Washington's, then to the West and Northwest Hatton, Mrs. Mary Evelyn
Putnam's staff, and was where he planned what is Gorman and Mrs. Emily Ann
Goldston, regent and member
Fashion savvy Starts at the bottom this year,
respectively of the Paris,
.with an elegant,Life Stride ankle boot. Pure
Tenn., DAR chapter, Mrs.
luxury, with
A.Ilene Claxton, Mrs. Jean
slender tie-up
Homra, and Mrs. Leonard
strop and
Vaughn, prospective memdelicate heel.
bers. Other members also
With billowy skirts
I
present were Mrs. James
arVrtliWtIriad
Mrs. Mayre Briggs, Route 4,
Mrs. Mary Ellen Pfost, CPS,
hose, it's the ideal
Murray, recently was honored Paducah and president of the Byrn, Mrs. Loal Cole, Mrs.
Hurt, Mrs. Carl
fashion
by the Murray chapter of the Kentucky Division of NSA, Max
Mrs.
Estel
connection!
Secretaries was present and officially Lockhart,
National
Mrs.
Morehead,
Ray
Munday,
Association, International, in presented .lkirs. Briggs with
and Mrs. Wells Purdom,Sr.
recognition of her attainment' her CPS certificate.
The chapter will meet
of the coveted rating of CerOther special guests for the
tified Professional Secretary event included Mabel Dillard Saturday, Nov. 11, at 1:30p.m.
with Mrs.' Diuguid and Mrs.
Black or
(CPS).
and Leslie Blaine, .both of
The honor guest at a dinner Murray 'and friends of Mrs. Purdom as hostesses. Dr.
Mahogan y
Hughie Lawson will be the
at the Holiday Inn, Mrs. Briggs.
- Glove Leather
speaker.
Briggs has been at Murray
State for the past 30 months
and is secretary to Dr. Rich
administrative
Stinchfield,
assistant to Murray President
Constantine W. Curris.
-Theprineipal-speakerof4heevening, Dr. Curris told the 45
NSA members and their
guests that a smooth working
relationship exists between a
boss and the secretary when
both work together to help the
t•other. Stinchfield also spoke
briefly.
rat i oo yiday Nights
ssasws cosvg,
Before coming to Murray
State, Mrs. Briggs worked in
haft•Awl •••
the office of former City Clerk
Stanford Andrus for more
C ourt Square
-than five years. A native of
8753-2414
Murray
_...„,
is now associated with their new Boutique.
Murray, she is married to Bill
Briggs, who is retired.
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Dr. Hatton Speaks At DAR
Meeting At The Bucy Home
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10 Years Ago
A stock barn filled with hay and esil
near the barn on the farm of Thorne:
Roberts were destroyed by fire Iasi
night
Deaths reported include Fisher
Littleton, Mrs. Hub (Lucille) MIL and
Coyl R. Srnotherman,
Pfc. Joseph -James, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Wood James, is now
serving with the Army in South Viet-

By LAWRENCE L KNLISON
Associated Press Writer

Stains On Capitol
-Steps Made By Blood?
WASHINGTON (AP)- Are the dark
and ugly blotches that stain the marble
treads of a Capitol stairway the blood of
a mortally wounded ex-congressman?
An 88-year-old iegendssays they are.
In this case, legend may be right.
it was on Feb. 38..1490 that .willlakh
'Preston Taulbee, 39, until recently'a
Democratic House member from
Kentucky, turned into the dimly lit
!louse staircase. The time was about
1.35 in the afternoon.
Halfway down, Taulbee met the man
he blamed for discrediting him:
salaries Kincaid, 35, a reporter for the
,Louisville Times.
, 'Kincaid had a pistol in his hand In a
„. few seconds there was blood on the
•Stairs.
, It was the second time thatday the
two had met.
By most accounts their feud had
begun two years before with a series of
articles in which Kincaid linked
taulbee to a woman in a government
office.
Kincaid claimed he had repeatedly
offered Taulbee space to refute the
allegations but had been ignored.
When the two Kentuckians en:countered each other just outside the
Mouse chamber before noon on Feb. 28,
Taulbee demanded Kincaid speak with
birn.
;.; Kincaid later claimed Taulbee
4;rabbed him by the ear. Rumor said it
;was Kincaid's nose that was grabbed.
inquest witnesses said Taulbee, a &looter described as rawboned, strong
*id sinewy, grasped Kincaid's shoulder
.41nd the lapel of his coat.
. "I am not armed," said Kincaid.
according to the Washington Post,
Kincaid was described as 5-foot-3, frail,
nervous:and ailing.
"Then you had better be," the former
House member reportedly replied, and
two separated.
When they met again there was little
3ime for words.
The House doorkeeper was on the
:
,
stair with Taulbee and saw Kincaid. He

nam.

Later gave this account to The
Washington Evening Star: •
"Kincaid said,'Mr. Taulbee, you can
see rne now.' As he said this he fired a
pistol and shot Taulbee beneath the left
eye. Taulbee cried out 'Oh' and some of
the blood from his wound spurted yer
myI& hand.
"I turned to Kincaid -and said, 'For
God's sake ... don't shoat any more.' We
walked down to the foot of the stairs and
there I heard Kincaid say, 'I am the
man that shot him."
During a trial in 1891, Kincaid
pleaded self-defense and was acquitted.
Decades later, Taulbee's son, John,
described the trial as "a farce" and
claimed that witnesses were "bought
off."
After St years- no one is willing to
swear that the dark stains m the porous
marble steps are blood. But the Capitol
architect says they are not natural and
were "undoubtedly" caused by a liquid.
John Taulbee had his own- unscientific explanation: "It is almost
impossible to remove blood stains when _
they are left by a person who has been
murdered."
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EART IN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
).Aisestions and solve problems-fast. If
yea have a questioa or a prattle:el let
4surwered In these columns, mite_
Sterilise,114 Emit Dayton Street, West
;Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
keceive a prompt reply, but you must
bselude a stamped, self-addressed
mvetope. The most useful replies will
printed in this column.
HEARTUNE: I was married to my ttra husband for 43 years and he died
I was 61 years old. I started
i
ffb
rae
siliing Social Security widow's
benefits at that time. I remarried at age
42, and my widow'S -benefits were
reduced 50 percent. I am now drawing
,benefits on my present husband's ac:pount as a wife, since it is a higher
limount than I was receiving after they
leduced my widow's benefits. With the
hew laws going into effect in January,
*rill I be eligible to reapply for my
'oridow's benefits and receive a higher
amount for marrying after the age of
00? - L.C.
,
• This new law seems to be giving
nany widows a lot of trouble, as far as
-.trying to determine whether they will
lenefit from it. Our Communications
-tenter has been flooded with letters
'about the new laws. Since it does
;concern many widows, we would like to
again to explain it more fully.
'cs In your case, yes, you -Will be eligitle
.3o apply for widow's benefits on your
:peceased husband's account. Your
!trenefits would be reduced somewhat
)ince you have been drawing another
type of benefit for several years, but
they would not be lowered, as they were
' at the time of your remarriage, by 50
percent. It would be less of a reduction,
so you would receive a higher benefit.
This new law will also give other
widows an opportunity to apply,, for
,tienefits on a deceased husband, even if
they have remarried, as long as they
:Iiid not remarry before the age of 60.11
They did marry before 60, they will be
;eligible for benefits on a deceased
.busband if thew are again widowed or

i

4

For most widows who did remarry
and, are still drawing the reduced
•prnounts, their
benefits
will
liutornatically be increased in January
.3979. They will not need to make apirboation for this increase. However, if
:too are a widow and are drawing
be'iefits other than widow's benefits
lind if you are age 60 or older, you
"maid apply for the benefits as early as
Vossible before January.
• HEARTI1NE: Does Social SecuritY
Safer any type of benefits to parents
a.
upon-for
:Support. If so, what are all the rulings
4

•

and how much of a benefit can the
parent expect to receive' - K.L.
Yes, if the son or daughter had
worked long enough under ...Social
Security before death and the parent is
at least 62. Marriage, under certain
conditions, after the son or daughter's
death may effect entitlement as can the
parent's own Social Security benefit, if
any.
In answer to another reader's
question as to how much the parents
can collect, one parent can collect 82.5
percent of the benefit the son or
daughter would have received if
deemed age 65 upon death. If there are
two parents, each would receive 75
percent.
HEARTLINE: Are there any special
requirements for a parent to collect
Social Security on a child's work
record? - E.R.
It must be shown that the child was
providing 50 percent of the support of
the parent at the time of the child's
death.
HEARTLINE: I am a Civil Service
retiree, age 67. I retired three years ago
at age 64. I recently was offered a job
that would bring in much more money
for me so I decided to take the job and
drop my Civil Service annuity for the
time being. Can I ever reinstate my
benefits in the future and how do I go
about doing this? - P.N.
'Civil Seriice benefits can be reinstated by contacting the proper
authorities. There are no reductions in
benefits for this procedure. To have
your benefits reinstated, contact the
U.S. Civil Service Commission, Bureau
of Retirement Insurance and
Occupational Health, Washington, D.C.
20415. They will send you the forms you
need to have your benefit reinstated.
This process can take anywhere from
two to four weeks.

Births reported include a girl
to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Walston on Oct. 27
,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don Gibbs on
Oct. 27.
Officers of the Lynn Grove 4-H Club
for the Seventh and Eighth Grades
include Carol Bailey, Brenda Kett),
Vickie Humphreys, Ann McCoil,
Melinda Taylor,Sarah celhoun, Regina
Lockhart, and Janey Kelso.
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Begin-Carter Shootout
WASHINGTON - Israel's display of
anger at President Carter directly
results from top-secret American
replies to questions by King Hussein of
Jordan about the future of Jewish
settlements on the West Bank.
These answers, published here for the
first time, hint that President Carter
expects Israeli inhabitants, of the settlements to start clearing out of Arab
territory at the end of the five-year
transitional period. During that period,
Israel, Jordan, Egypt and the
Palestinians are pledged to restore
"the legitimate rights of. the
Palestinian people," consistent with
Israeli security.
In answer to the king's question about
"the status" of Israeli settlers -- "Will
there by any (settlements) after the
end" of the five-year transition, he
asked - the 'U.S. replied as follows:
"Whatever number that might
remain beyond the transitional period.
.. would presumably be agreed to in the
negotiations concerning the final status
of the West Bank and Gaza."
Those words infuriated the Israeli
government, and particularly. Prime
Minister Menahem Begin, when tkie
secret U.S. answers to HusSeiti were
shown to the Israeli government on Oct.
19 and discussed with Begin by
Assistant Secretary of State Harold

Washington Today

Saunders the next day. To demonstrate
Israel's defiance of President Carter
for implying to Hussein and the
Palestinians that the settlements will
become vestigial remnants, Begin went
public with his long-nourished plan to
"thicken" the settlements.
Mr. Carter's response was equally
angry. He took Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance's draft of a presidential protest
letter to be sent to Begin -and doubled
it in spades" before cabling it to Begin.
in spades" before cabling it to Begin.
Thus- the settlements question, on
which Mr. Carter feels he has been
betrayed -nitre than once - by Begin,
returned to haunt his Mideast peace
hopes. Equally forbidding is this
suspicion known to be held by the
president that Begin's settlements
offensive stemmed less from demands
by his hard-line Likud coalition than
from his strategy to throw up
barricades to prevent King Hussein and
the Palestinians from joining the peace
talks.
Begin's fury at the U.S. answers to
King Hussein's 14 questions about the
Camp-David agreement go beyond the
.settlements issue. FOr example,
Hussein asked: "What is the U.S.
position" on whether the self-governing
authority to be created on the West
Bank includes East Jerusalan "both in
By DONALD M.ROMBERG
rellgepj Writer

Indifference Won't
Discourage Politicians

WASHINGTON (AP) - If pollsters
and political scientists are correct, the
mood of America this political year is
so apathetic some races could end in a
'scoreless tie.
But a massive show of indifference
won't discourage politicians from
drawing some outrageous conclusions
from the results of next Tuesday's
voting.
For example, if the Republicans pick
up 30 or more House seats and two or
three Senate seats, GOP National
Chairman Bill Brock will proclaim that
the voters have repudiated the record
of the 95th Congress and particularly its
rejection of the Kemp-Roth tax cut bill.
If the Republicans pick up no more
than 30 House seats and break even in
the Senate, Democratic National
Chairman John C. White will proclaim
that under the leadership of President
Carter, the Democrats' held, to a
minimum the losses normally suffered
by the party in power in nonpresidential election years.
If the Democrats pick up a seat or two
in the Senate, Jimmy Carter's grin will
grow a few inches wider even though
• Murray Ledger& Times
some of his most difficult moments the
last two years came from trying to deal
Publisher
Waller
' I, Appellee
'
with the Demobratic majority in
R Gene McCutcheon
Congress.
"'
T".
he Murray ledger & TM'S is published
ever) afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Cline The ritual of party leader* reacting to
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presidential nomination? If Brown
wins, his decision on 1980 is likely to
depend more on how President Carter
is doing than on the California vote next
week.
And then there are all those campaigners abroad in the nation wholte
names are on no ballots this year.
Ronald Reagan has been in 26 states
and George Bush in more than 40. Sen.
Bob Dole of Kansas, although not up for
reelection this year, is maintaining a
similar schedule.
All three want the Republican
nomination and have been spending a
lot of time in New Hampshire, the state
with the first primary.
So have John Connally, the former
Democratic governor of Texas who's
now a Republican, Rep. Jack Kemp,
the Republican former football quarterback turned tax-cutter, and Rep.
Philip Crane of Illinois, the conservative who is the only announced
candidate for the GOP presidential
nomination.
That's bnly a partial list of ambitious
Republicans who are spending this fall
on the road collecting - they hope political chits excgeable for convention elites in 1980.

terms of territory and people?"
"The U.S. will support proposals,"
said the U.S. response, "that would
permit Arab inhabitants of East
Jerusalem who are not Israeli citizens"
to vote in the election leading to selfrule. Further, these Jerusalem
Palestinians could share "in the work
of the self-governing authority itself."
There is nothing startling in this
statement of American policy on occupied East Jerusalem. Ever aince the
1967 war, the U.S. has denied Israel's
legal power to absorb East Jerusalem.
The • US. has never reetignized
Jerusalem as TsraeVs capital
But the political impact of the U.S.
answers to Hussein is linked in Begin's
mind to Israel's magnanimous
agreement to withdraw from all its
settlements in the Egyptian Sinai. To
Israel, the clear intent of the answers to
Hussein is to encourage Arai) hopes
that the West Bank settlements are also
doomed.
Israel's counterattack raised the
threat of delay in the negotiations for a
peace treaty between Israel and Egypt,
despite the coincidence of a Nobel
peace prize for both Begin and'
President Anwar Sadat. Beyond that,
the Carter-Begin shootout risks future
U.S. retaliation against Israel, which is
seeking billions of dollars from the
shrinking U.S. budget
"Begin is slapping Carter ki the face
with one hand and reaching for Carter's
wallet with the other--ene administration official said privately. He
predicted the aroused president might
cut "a cool billion" from the bill Israel
is now preparing for the U.S. to
fiancuice the Israeli-Egyptian treaty.
Such passions will cool. What will not
change is Mr. Carter's Camp David
pledge to be a "full partner" in the
peace game. That was Hussein's first
question. The U.S. replied that it would
use its "full influence" to get a West
Bank settlement and that "President
Carter will continue to take an active
personal part in the negotiations."
If Israel really is trying to scuttle the
West Bank talks and get a separate
peace with Egypt, as the White House
suspects, those words brought no
-comfort to Prime Minister Begin.
WRITE A LEITER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers..
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger 8c
Times, pox 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

The Kentucky Lake Section of the
American Chemical Society will
receive its formal charter from the ACS
at the banquet at Paducah an Nov. 5,
according to Dr. Walter E. Blackburn,
chairman of the section.
Deaths reported include E. B.
Adams.
NotTes Rini cif Murray has
joined the NABAC Research Institute
which will conduct the first industry
wide research of bank operating
problems, according to bank president,
H. Glenn Doran.
Births reported include a gir
Deborah Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Ever
Raymond Bynum on Oct. 12.
The Murray Training School Col
beat the Cuba Cubs 67 to 62 in baske
ball. Wheeler of Cuba was high scor
for the night with 21, but Shroat was
high for the Colts wai 15.
Officers of the Murray High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America include Sally Sprunger,
Martha Billington, Dell Rose Farrell,
Sandra Fair, Edwina Cain, Joyce
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30 Years Ago
The entire city of Murray turned out
this morning to welcome Alhen W.Barkley when his motorcade made
half hour stop here on a final preelection wing through the vicepresidential nominee's home territory.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Seth
Cooper, 52.
Pvt. Joe E. Reeder is serving with the
Eighth Army in Osaka, Japan.
The Disabled American Veterans
organization formed a chttpter in
Murray with W. H. Adams as tern-porary commander and Charles
Eldridge as temporary adjutant
The bridge from Wickliffe to Cairo,
III., over the Ohio Riirer will be opened
to free traffic following freeing toll
ceremonies on Nov. 11.
Jean Butterwprth, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. A. D. Butterworth of Murray,
is technician at St. -Joseph's Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn.

Today In History
ByThe AssoctatectPress - --- Today is-Wednesday, Nov.8,the 312th
day of 1978. There are 53 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1950, the first battle
between jet airplanes took place as
American fighters were attacked by
North Korean MiGs in the Korean War.
On this date:
In 1793, the Louvre Museum in Part&
was opened to the public.
In 1864, Abraham Lincoln was re;
-1
elected president.
In 1889, Montana became the 41st
state.
In 1923, Adolf Hitler's beer hall
putsch failed in Munich.
In 107, the Chinese abandoned
Shanghai to Japanese invaders.
In 1974, eight foriner bhio National
Guardsmen were acquitted of violating
the rights of students in the 1970
demonstrations and killings at Kent
State University.
Ten years ago: The Assembly of
Roman Catholic Bishops in France told
married couples it was up to them to
decide for themselves about birth
control.
Five years ago: The AFL-CIO began
a formal nationwide campaign
demanding the immediate inspeactunent of President Richard Nixon.
One year ago: Israel was shell'uf
Palestinian guerrilla concentrations
southern Lebanon.
Today's
birthdays:
Actress
Katharine Hepburn is 69 years old.
Singer Patti Page is 51. Pitcher John
Denny of the St. Louis Cirdinals is 26.
Thought for today: Only a mediocre
person is always at his best - Somerset
Meacham,English novelist, 1874-1965.
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Bible Thought
In thee,0 Lord, do I put my trust: let
me never be put to confusion. - Psalm
71:1.

Bank
How vital is our profession of trust In
God If we really, truly, and sincere
-.2.1loakibiaplitiIds;Is Anvilfib CbrOakk.
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BALLET PERFORMANCE SET — School children in Murray and Calloway County in grades kindergarten through
four, will be guests at a special matinee performance of the second act of the famous "Nutcracker' ballet to be
presented by the Cincinnati Ballet Company Friday, Nov. 3 at 12:45 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. The presentation of
The Nutcracker" has been a long-planned effort of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club, with the
assistance of Murray Civic Music Association, Murray State University, the Kentucky Arts Commission, Calloway
County Elementary Schools, Murray Elementary School and Fisher-Price Toys. Since seating in Lovett Auditorium
must be limited to 1200 people due to fire regulations, only those children in kindergarten through fourth grade
have been invited to attend the matinee, a spokesman said. The second act, in which all sorts of confections come
to life and dance, features famous dances such as Waltz of the Flowers and dance of the Swot'. Plum Fairy. The
biffeUccnnpany ii-dIperfoim again friday nigth for MCMA members:

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -The co-chairmen of the
Legislative Research Commission want Kentucky's
reportectueld law revised to
provide adequate protection to
all sides.
House Speaker William
Kenton, 0-Lexington and
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, 0-Vine Grove, have
also asked the Interim Joint
Committee on Judiciary'Statutes to undertike a
comprehensive review of all
elements of search and
seizure because of recent
developments in that area.
The requests were contained in a letter to committee
chairman Rep. Jim LeMaster,
1)-Lexington.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
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LeMaster's committee "to
no suspect.
come up with a measure that
Gov. Julian Carroll recently
is fair to all legitimate cornannounced search warrant
poling needs and satisfy the
guidelines-for Kentiaiity which
courts."
require state police to obtain
They 'urged, for example, a
approval of the justice
measure that would provide
secretary before seeking
vitally needed information for
warrants to search news
a criminal defendant in a
media offices.
capital case while at the same
He directed the secretary to
time protecting newsrooms
approve such requests only
and
"arbitrary
from
when the information sought
capricious fishing expeditions from members of the media
by geverrunent."
cannot be obtained elsewhere.
"An intelligent balance
While the news media is
needs to be found between the
particularly concerned about
needs of the state for in- the expansion of searCh and
formation on which to base seizure, "all citizens may be
criminal prosecutions, the directly affected at one time
needs of the defendant in a or another by such a process
criminal case to have com- and, therefore, it is of concern
pulsory _process in his own to all citizens," the letter said.
defense, or the needs of either..
"Whether or not there have
the plaintiff or defendant in a been or will be abusive use of
civil action and the needs of this type warrant is a matter
the news media in the of some contention_ and any
prptection of their first study of the matter must be
amendment rights with- dealt with in the light of.
retard to a free press." judicial mandates,,legitimate
Kenton and Prather wrote.
law enforcement concerns and
Kenton and Prather also the rights of all of our.
addressed the recent ex- citizens," the two legilators
pansion of the application of said.
Kentucky's projected 416search warrants, including a
They asked for -a general
million-pound burley crop
Supreme Court ruling that comprehensive review" that
makes it far the largest burley
searches can be made of gives all concerned an-opproducer, Milton said.
even when there is portunity to be heard..."
The only other state ex- newrooms
ceeding 100 million pounds is
Tennessee with a prected
burley crop of 118 million
pounds. Next is Virginia, with
an expected crop of 25 million
pounds.
Last
year, Kentucky
Welcomes
produced 415 million pounds of
burley, followed by Tennessee
with 108 million pounds and
To The Center
Virginia with 25 million
pounds.
Kentucky's largest burley
counties are Fayette, which
produced more than 13 million
pounds last year, and Bourand
bon, which produced,about 12
million, followed by Barren
and
Shelby
with
approximately 11'z million
pounds each.

Kenton and Prather said the
problem ot sineWing news
organisations has become
more soda in recent mogitha
due to actions of the US.
Supreme Court 'and courts in
other states. They said
Ketntucky's .current rewrtar
shield law is uaadequatTè for
media
protection
after
Supreme Court rulings a few
years ago relating to Paul
Branzburg, a former reporter
with The Courier-Journal.
The Supreme Court ruled
that Branzburg had to testify
before a grand jury con- •
cerning criminal activities he
had witnessed while gathering
a news story.
Kenton and Prather said
they recognize there are
equally important constitutional rights on all sides of
the
issue
and
urged
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PLANT NOT EXTINCT
LIVERPOOL, England
CAP) — A plant thought to
have been extinct for 88 years
has been discovered among
living specimens belonging to
an amateur botanist. The
botanist had been growing the
Welsh variety of the Irish
mossy saxifrasa after taking a
cutting from a plant he found
in Snowdonia in 1952.
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ARBERSHOP QUARTET-HARMONY

Slightiv
Irregular
Asst. Colors

LICENSE SHOW
Presented By

WESTERN KENTUCKY CHAPTER

Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of
Barber Shop Quartet Singing in America MUSIC BY:
Quartet Includes:
Evansville,Indiana tiongfelloif
Mutual Fun Company — Kentucky Transfer
Western Kentucky's Own Chordmasters

Student Center Auditorium
Murray State University
-Nov.4, 1978
Admission $4.00

7:30 P.M.
Student $3.00

Tickets Available
Bank of Murray 4th & Maio

Peoples Bank

* „magi/114155 8:00,5:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, NOV.
8:1517:15 a.m. A.M. WEATHER
8:30/7:30 KET iPi•SCHOOt.
PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest
comedian Soupy Sales
4-00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
600/5-00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 TEACHING LIFE
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL • Producers
and Consumers iRi
7:00/6:00
THE MACNEIU
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/630 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 MARIE CURIE
• Scandal Suffering trom
health and poor spirits Marie
is forced to resign her
Aeaching. Post at the Sor
bonne
. 9:0018:00 GREAT PERFOR,.
.MANCES -The Good Doctor
Neil Simon's hit Broadway
Play Stars Edward Asner
Richard Chamberlain Bob
Dishy. Lee Grant and Marsha
Mason ox minuTeti
10:30/9:30 PORTRAIT OF A
NURSE .This documentary

You are invited to visit all 20
businessjp the Dixieland Center
which is directly adjacent to
MSU campus on Chestnut. If interested in renting buildings
17x50 or 17x80 call 753-3018 after
5 p.m.

75C
...--

Murray
Tigers
and
Calloway Co. takers

Tobogans

Layaway Now
For Christmas
No Charge for layaway

-
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-CarteriMministration•
To Take Steps To Support Puny Greenback
An AP News Analysis
, • By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

measure into account at all,
they apparently discounted
them as inadequate. Markets
, WASHINGTON I AP 1 -- are volatile, however, and
Unless the dollar does a while a revers:al of the trend
surprising *bold-face on world one day soon is not regarded
,_.money markets, and does it here as impossible, no one
it seems likely the seems willing to bet on it.
The latest plunge in the.
4Carter administration will be
.ompelled to take new dollar was set off by the report
:
14neasures to try to support the last Friday that consumer
prices increased 0.8 percent
.::tattered greenback.
But there is considerable increase in September alone,
::kepticisrn among monetary pointing to a possible wor• experts here that there is sening inflation rate, which
anything more the ad- appears to be the chief worry
. - • -nueistration reasons* eon- _a( foreign,dollar-holders at the
do that would help the U.& present time.
currency, which again fell to
Lloyd Atkinson, chief staff
record lows Monday on world economist- for the Joint
:noney markets.
Economic Committee of
Carter promised foreign Congress, said foreign dollar,Jullar-holders an energy bill. holders apparently now want
He got that. He promised an the administration to bring on
•:anti-inflation program. He's a recession to try to slow inannounced that. But neither flation, although they don't
..aused more than a wiggle in come right out and say so.
the steady downward trend of
"They clearly are calling
the dollar.
for much tighter fiscal and
If dense traders took either monetary policies than the
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-Bel-Air-

Photo Hours:

Center

Carter administration or the has agreements with central
Federal Reserve Board are banks of other major Niue=
willing to pursue," he said in unter which it conld borrow
an interview Monday.
et_to t22 billion in.foreign
Barry BoswOrth, directikei" eureiscies for dollar-support
the Council on Wage and Price operations.
Stability, said Monday in New
However,
the
adYork that if progress isn't ministration and the board
made against inflation within have been reluctant td insix months to a year, a worse tervene in a major way for
recession than the -4975 fear it might invite additional
economic collapse could attacks on the dollar. In adresult. "And that, in turn, was dition, of course, such loans
the worst recession of the post- ha% e to be paid back.
war period," he said.
The slide in the dollar in the
petit week has shown foreign
dollar-holders do not believe
Carter's new anti-inflation
program can be successful in
significantly slowing the inflation that undermines the
purchasing power of the dollar
By HERBERT SPARROW
and therefore makes it less
Associated Press Writer
attractive to hold.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
It also could be further Babysitters
and hired comindication that foreigners are panions for the sick or
elderly
skeptical that Carter's energy could, at
times, have to be
program will achieve its goal paid minimum
wages anti
of encouraging fuel con- overtime, according
to the
servation so as to cut pur- state attorney
general's ofchases of foreign oil and help fice.
reduce the U.S. trade deficit
While state law clearly
that is now pushing more exempts those positions
from
dollars into foreign hands.
minimum wages and overSo now there's pressure—b- time, Assistant Attorney
look at new choices oradjust General Martin Glazer said in
old ones. The administration an opinion released Thursday
is considering sortie of them that the situation is comand some are just ideas being plicated when a placement
attributed to anonymous agency is used.
foreign dollar-holders:
"There does not appear to
—Buy back billions of be any problems of indollars on world money terpretation where the emmarkets in an attempt to ployer is. the homeowner who
counter momentum toward hires someone directly for
selling off dollars — a choice babysitting duties or comclearly under consideration panion care," Glazer said.
but one that some officials say
"However, the matter is
could backfire.
complicated when a third
—Tighten the money supply party is involved in the
by raising interest rates and process." he said. "Who is the
using other maneuvers just employer — the homeowner or
enough to cause what the company supplying the
economists refer to
a babysitter or companion'
"pause" in the economy
-In the case of the
without causing it to slide into babysitter, this fact is ima recession — a touchy portant because the exclusion
strategy already . partly - in .to the general- requirement of
force.
payment of minimum wages.
—Tighten the -economy or overtime, pay is allowable
really tight. All but close it 'only where the teibysitter is
down. Bring on that recession employed in the home of the
with its staggered national employer," Glazer said.
economy and high unem"If the employer is the
ployment, anything to halt supply company and not the
inflation. This is what person for
whom 'the
Atkinson says some foreign babysitter sits, no exclusion is
dollar-holders want, but there permitted."
is no indication such a drastic
Glazer said the supply
step is even-being considered company would be considered
by the White House.
the employer, and thus
Foreign exchange dealers in required to pay the minimum
London are quoted as saying wage and overtime, if it
only weighty intervention by decides what hours the ern-the United States to buy up ployee works and how much
dollars in world money he or she is paid.
markets can stem the slide
However, if the company
now. They said it should merely acts as a broker and
borrow from the International only refers babysitters to
Monetary Fund for that employing homeowners„who purpose.
then determine wages and That mutt be done fairly -hours, he exclusitin would
easily but might not be apply.
desirable.
Glazer said the situation is
sr The United States can un- somewhat different in the case
conditionally'borrow up to $4.4 of a companion for the sick or
billion from the IMF, And the elderly. The companion does
U.S. Federal Reserve Board not have to work in,the home
of the employer to be excluded
from minimum wages and
overtime.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
"But, to qualify, the emSeireafth
—vilbeuuI
ployee must actually live in
received
with the siek person," Glazer
copy et
said. "He ifannot have a
rums
5:311
lionime.
residence elsewhere and still
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. se Seemqualify for the exemption.
ere tweed te cal
''Merely staying With a sick
5:30 p.m. owl753-14betvis •
person for 24 hours will not
Atemiey-Friehry, or 3:30 p.m.
constitute living-in. He must
add 4 p.m. Seterieys, to arson
actually live in that house," he
tits newspaper. WM
said.
meet b. pieced by 4
The opinion was for Mark
weekdays et 4 p.m. Saterdays
Miller, labor standards in,
to graireatee delivery.
vestigator for the state
Department of Labor. -
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• Uniforms
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• Professional Shoes
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BREAD

•limit Rights Reserved

Good

Prices
Nov. 1
Thru
Nov.6
These Items On Display Only
Throughout The Store

64k

Oz.I
Style

lb

Country

Morton House

Chili
Delto

On One
//4c,

Facial Tissue
oz.
Pancake Mix

Mrs. Butterworth"

150 ct.
.

2/19

&let Jemimo 32

SYRUP
24 COL

Wisk Det,

16 oz

69' I

Show Boot Pork a

Beans

14,/, 4/s1P°

Con tadno

With Coupon Below

Tomato Saute ,z 3/$1 IS
Joan Of
I
Bean 3/89' 1

On two

Ark

1 -5 '2 or

R.C. or

Diet Rite

Map e

n ea,

Maple Syrup
Pn
I Potato
nls Chips

COLAS

16 oz

S169 I
a

9 oz 88'

Minute Maid Lemon Aid

Crystals

30 oz

1
3

si 19 I

Gold Dollar DI‘
stilleci2

- Vinegar - -Deposit)
(Plus
(Limit 2)

N

skies

bog Food

25 lb

Pumpkin
Home Owned
8- Operated

1 Lb. Carrots
Green Onions
Bell Peppers
6 Oz. Radishes
Super Seled Cucumbers

10 lb.
Bag

,Margarine
. (28O1

USI

Cli
U

SV

For SI

COUPON

.
COUPON.

COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Par Family

Limit 1 Per
Mrs.,Butterworth

Fabric Softener

• All

96o:

$229

Expires 11-6 78
OnIr AI Storey's
',Good
Eipires 11-6-78 "•
WI Oily Al SIerfs.
2pks

4.0••••

•••••

Gr
U.S I
Ril

Mix or
Match

Limit / Per FeredY -•
Final Teach

Tubs)

'Fresh

1111

•.

CUPON
Limit 1 Pr Family
Diet
Imperial

3/s1

White
POTATOES

Golden, Jonathan, or
Red Delicious

99
4

16 oz

54991

SAVE51

APPLES
3 lb. Bog

19 I

gal

Del Monte

A. •

.•

cBel-Air Shopping Center

4:Pli,e

Wonder

T50%

PARKER'S
MAYFIELD,KY.

:FOOD
IIANT

Minimum Wage
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Help Us Celebrate Ours..

TENTH ANNIVERSARY
Compare Our Low SheffPrices
SAVE7r

ICATESSEN

On I Bag

Prices Good
Nov. 1
Thru
Nov.6
rdy

We are celebrating our 10th year of business in
Murray and invite you-f6 join iiiotirliinitiertarylateA-Bration. Come see how 10 years of low prices and
friendly service have helped us grow:.

G&H

SUGAR

Free Popcorn and
--LC Cola

§AVEsPlik,

RIB-EYE
STEAK

FRYERS

Date Bars

3

r 5169

3/S1 I

minumenismeror

Dixie Fresh
(rode A Extra Large

5189

69C

,French Bread

loaf

SIDre Baked
doz.

COOWS—

'
89'
s6C

z 88C

"I
S4

5209

Lb

3

S119 I

Doz

Baked

99

3

S179

lb

BAIMPEOAIr

USDA Choice

3/$1 i

I

oiogna
Pepper Cheese
satirrTarif,e
each 99'
Sandwich

With S7.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding Tobacco
8, Dairy Products

Purnell Price
Grade A
Whole

99

Bag
Limit 1

69' i

/89'

6 oz Pasta
4 oz Sauce
4 oz Cole Slow
Roll

Sib.

59‘
7
1
/89`

69` 1
moo I

Spaghetti Plate

F.3Igers Instant

SAVE400

Freezer Special

Coffee
Margarine
Singles
Baby Food
Coffee Cramer
Blue Bonnet

Pkg

Bush

st
S

CHILI HOT
BEANS

Kroft Wrapped

FRANKS

119
12 oz
14'? 02.I

Hienz

12 oz.

5 Lbs. Round Steak
5 Lbs. Cube Steak
5 Lbs. Fryer Breasts
5 tbs. Sliced Ham
5 lbs. Center-Cut Pork Chops
5 Lbs. Ground Beef

woz.sr
c.0

1 lb. qts. j7

Morrell

30 Lbs. For'44"

vple

Oueensof Scot-I1 oz

4

DI

16'
60'

Can

(Limit 3)

In Our Frozen Food Section

2pk 2/51
Shells
Cooking Bags 3/99c
Whipped Topping 49'
Fish
59
Hush Puppies

Pi'tie
f
Banquet

(With Coupon Below)

save

46'
Banquet

.

POT PIES

Scot Lad 9 oz

Taste O'Sea Batter Dipped

-Fresh Lean Family Pack

Ground Beef

Slab Sliced Family Pack

$1 09
I
Lb

Bacon

U.S.D A. Choice

Rib Skit

lb

Loin

5169

COUPON
'Limit 1 Perfamily
Green libel

Karo Syrupl•

0, 89'
Expires 11-6 78
Good Oily At Ilsoy's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Depend-0

Pork.Ribs

Si 39

Tango Hot

lb

Limit I Per Family

Alpha Bits

594

I

COUPON

Seven Seas

Viva Italian

Franks

48',

Expires I I 6 78
Good Only Al Storey's

SH
CA
POT$2
01:11

This
. Week
Win

Limit I Per Family
Morrell

8 -oz

1 1?-4
71
Eix3p7res7
Ooly At Stonly's

,

'Tamales
. .
COUPON

,,\Limit 1 Per Foy
Post
•—

12or
Expires 11-6-78
God Oily Al Storey's

h .1z

it

51 89

COUPON

Sr. Tank Bowl
(Ironer

411

Sea

Country Style
lb

USDA Choice

Swiss Steak

er

Pork-Chops

U.S.D.A. Choice

Club Steak

lb

51 19

12.59' We Accept
U.S. Govt.

Expilvs 1,1-6 78
Good Oily Al Slorty's

Last Week Ronnie Walker
Winner

4

•••

•••
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By TONY 11/111.SbN
Sports Writer
The tight end rushed from the line of
scruiunage 10 yards downfield, then
quickly cut inside. At the same
moment his hands touch a short pass, a
luiebacker crunched Lida hun.Score David ,Thomas 1, linebacker 0.
Watching Thomas, Murray State's
senior tight end, perform is much like
watching the &willow in an aid movie.
One knows whatiis going to happen.
Mr. Good will eventually get his man,
and Thomas will catch the pass.
One observer gets the impression
that, even when Thomas is tackled, the
defender breathes a sign of relief to see
the burly 6-2,212-pound Thomas on the
ground. That's about the only place he
can do no damage.
Thomas has been damaging opposing secondaries ever since he left
Covington, Tenn., four years ago te
play football at Murray State. As a
, junior last season, he led the Racers in
receiving with 29 catches for 407 yards
and three touchdowns.
•
And he currently has 24 for 298 yards
• thus far this year, including seven
receptions last week against Ohio
Valley Conference power Eastern
Kentucky. Murray was edged 24-21 to
drop its season record to 4-4.
Thomas didn't exactly start this
season with a bang. In Thee he hardly
made a, sound, catching only one pass
in the season opener - a 24-21 loss to

PAGES-A

H(
Southeast Missouri- and none against
Evansville a we later.
"I think thet was point in which I
began to sift-Hocking for the first
time in my life," says Thomas."hove
to catch passes, but I decided that if I
wasn't, I would coocentrate on my line
Play."
That statement seems to amply sum
the personality of Thomas, a soft,
spoken industry and techonology
major. While most football players
psych themselves into a frenzy.prior to
a game, Thomas takes almost the
opposite approach.

that position ever since."
Tennessee Tech witch Don Wade
probably wishes Thomas had stayed in
Okinawa. "The coaches give us
trophies for the best offensive and
defensive performance during a
game," says Thomas.. "For souse
reason, the past three years fve gotten
mine against Tennenliee Tech."

level with the playing geld (over 19,000
homecoming tens) that I was nervous.
I lost my concentration.and mined it."
He even tried a field goal-front 50
yards out - against Middle, but it fell
short. "I really kicked it badly," said
Thomas. "In practice that week, I hit

three out of four from 53 yards, so I-thought I could do it."They,wouldn't buy me a kicking
shoe last year, so I had to use my oid
high-school shoe," Thomas said. "But
I got one.this year."

Thomas,like a great deal of talented
athletes, thinks of playing football
professionally. But he may have a
leg tunate chance.
*
- --.
"There were some scouts from New
England and Tampa Bay here last
year, and a New York Gia
scout
talked to Coach (Mike) Go
ed this
year. I asked eoach Gottfrld if I
needed to do anything to keep them
interested, but he said he would take
care of it and fog me not to worry about
it. That took a load off my mind."

Don't get the idea that Thomas is a
good 'ole country boy. As the son of
Navy man Warner Lee Thomas, he's
lived in so many different places he
has trouble recalling them all.
"I was a center until my sophomore
year in high school in Okinawa. Then I
switched to tight end, and I've played

Thomas' talents don't stop as a tight
end. lie has kicked off for the Racers
since midway through last season and
began kicking extra points during the
Middle Tennessee game this year.
He booted his first one after Murray
scored its last touchdown against the
Blue Raiders and was successful on

Wally
Country
scored I
at the0
three, l
Tuesdaj

Youn4
for the i

As a sophomore, he caught eight
passes against the Gabbs-Eagles; as a
Junior, seven; and this year, seven
again for 58 yards and two touchdowns.

"I don't like to be hit on and slapped
around before a game like most guys,"
Thomas says. "It really makes me
mad,"
Keeptng -that
mtnd;
Thomas must go into a rage every time
he makes a catch in a game, since
almost invariably, a reception by a
v tight end is followed by a bone-jarring
belt by a defender.
''Not really. I just accept as part of my
job. It's something you just have to get .
used to," he says.
-

four of five attempts against East
Tetviessee before missing on his only
try against Eastern 1(#:ducky.
"That's the only time in my entire that
I've ever been nervous in a game,"
Thomas says. "I think it was because
of the fans ;Mini everywheis. even

SO I
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David Thomas - Easy-Going Gridder

By the,,

NASHV

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - Want to buy
yourself a ball player?
If you were a ball chib
shopping in the free agent
marketplace, all it took.before
was a checkbook that could
accommodate some large
numbers. Now, it may require
instead the willingness to
make a long-term cOrnrnitment to athletes who are
nearing the ends of their
careers.
The majority
players
available in Friday's re-entry
draft are over 30 and some of
the most notable names, like
pitchers Tommy John of the
Los Angeles Dodgers and Luis
Tiant of the Boston Red Sox
and third baseman Pete Rose
of the Cincinnati Reds, are
past 35.
That's a dangerous age for
Members of the Colorado Rockies and Detroit Red Wings hockey teams appear to be having iguare dance during a recent game in
an athlete and both the clubs
Denver, but it was more than that. Actually, a brawl was in progress — one that resulted in 22 penalties, totalling 69 minutes for
and players involved in this
Coloreds and SS minutes for Detroit in the National Hockey league game.
Assoclate.1
year's grab7bag know it-So
the priorities in • contract
negotiations figure-, -to be
years, not dollars.
Most free agents' are interested in long-term security.
That's why slugger Richie
Zisk got a 10-year contract
when he signed with Texas
-Craig played several good
By the Associated Press
problems.
Staubach and Morton each last winter. Oscar Gamble's
Jack PatTiee sits in his riffiee_
_Midway in_the_1921-- season, - years-tor-us whilattoger ;saga- said- the- Cowboys-• were- —deititeith &ifTHego was a siibi Washington each Monday Landry, who had vacillated yetolester just out of the danger of falling apart when year agreement that included
wondering who the Redskins' between Roger Staubach and service and learning the they shared the starting deferred payments that will
starting quarterback is- Joe Craig Morton, finally settled trade. Eventually
Rog quarterback
job
and insure him ate anneal income
Theismann or Billy Kilmer.
on Roger the Dodger. The reached the point where we suggested' Pardee might have of $100,000 from 1984 through
Last Sunday it was Kilmer, result seven straight vic- didn't have a 'problem' any made a wrong move by 1998. That obligation now
for the first time in nine tories in the -regular season, more. We knew exactly what benching Theisrnann so soon.
belongs to Texas following
eames. Next Monday night in playoff victories over Min- we had hi do and we did it.
"We were not a consistent Gamble's trade to the
Baltimore- it'll be Kilmer nesota and San Francisco and Anytime two quarterbacks on team and the reason was we Rangers.
again. But the Sunday after a Super Bowl triumph over your club reach the same had no leadership. We had to
Zisk and Gamble, both 29,
that...who knows?
. efficiency you have to inake define who the quarterback were in their playing primes
Miami.
It is not, as you might think, , Landry, Staubach and some kind of decision. With us, •
Staubach said of the when they signed their
a problem for Pardee, this Morton remember those Craig was good - but so was 1971 Cowboys. "Now, I don't lucrative free agent contracts.
business of finding,a steady seasons of uncertainty arid Roger."
know how Washington's The majority of Friday's free
starter. Or, as another head can understand what Pardee,
Morton was Dallas' No.1 players feel about Theisznann agents are at a stage where
coach who faced the same Theisrnarm and _Kilmer are draft choice in 1965 and ap- or Kilmer, but I was surprised teams prefer short-term deals
quandary a few years back, going through these days, Not peared in four garnes that when I heard Coach Pardee and players want long-term
all teams -should have such that Landry sympathizes, you season.. Staubach, a 10th- had replaced Theistnann so security.
understand. One does not feel round draft choice the year quickly. When we played them
A case in point was John's
sorry for a team one is trying before, didn't join Dallas until he played a good game and I disagreement
the
with
to catch.
he'd completed a four-year thought he was having a fine Dodgers.
"They have two 'good hitch in the U.S. Navy. They year.
The 35-year-old left-hander
"I know - I've had bad wants a three-year contract
quarterbacks operating with were teammates until midway
one good young one and one kit the'-1974- season, -when gd1iI5, sometUries W lete-of but the Dodgers were willing
veteran. We went through the Morton was traded to the New them in a row," Staubach to go only for two years,
same thing with Roger and York Giants. He's now with said, "and it's taken me some arguing quit they had paid the
Craig,- said Landry.
Denver.
time to get out of my ruts.'
pitcher for 11/2 years when he
let
Added Morton: "Guys have was recuperating from
a way of responding to complicated arrasurgery.
whoever's in there. Roger had
John and his attorney, Bob
his guys behind him and I had Cohen, believe the 47 victories
mine ... I can't agree with the the pitcher delivered in the
philosophy of changing three years since he recovery
quarterbacks so quickly. repaid the faith the Dodgers
Eventually it hurts you in the showed in him and that at this
Lutz of the United States
By the Associated Press
big games."
point in his career he west be
defeated Yannick Noah of
TOKYO
Brian
France 6-2, 7-5; Robin
Teacher scored a major Drysdale of Britain beat
upset in a $200,000 inAndrew
Pattison
of
ternational tennis tourRhodesia 6-4, 7-6; Uli
nament when he defeated •
Pinner of West Germany
top-seeded Jimmy Connors
e'll profect almost
downed Bruce Manson of
4-6, 6-4, 6-3 in second-round
nything you own or rent
the United States 6-4, 6-4.
play.
ome, apartment,
Second-seeded Bjorn
.ondominium, and
ossessions.
Borg advanced to the
quarter-finals with a 3-6,6- lye us a call.
1, 6-3 victory over Hank
MEXICO CITY ( AP) an MAMIE?
Pfister.
The first Mexico City
INSYNAIKI AGEIKT
PARIS -- Paraguay's
international Cycling
fS
Victor Pecci toppled
Grand Prix will be held
Representing.
fourth-seeded
American
Nov. 16-19 , the National
FEDERAL
Stan Smith 6-2. 6-4 in the
Sports Institute said.
KEMPER
IN_WRANCE
first round of the $50,000
The . event, to which
. COMPANY
Daily, Monthlv (wasonal Fees Available
Paris Open tennis tour- j
seven countries have been
aliment, a Grand Prix
invited, will be split into
--- earliesteves.- 7 --;-...
iimiLatowo *Ike:IOW-4r
• In other thatches, Bob
307 miles.

concerned with his family's
security.
That translates to a longterm contract and so John will
be bidding adieu to Chavez
Ravine.
Because he is a quality
pitcher, John will get e

lucrative contract from a
Atlanta owner Ted Turner
team looking to add pitching. says the Braves will draft
The free-spending New York Rose, who'll be 38 next April.
Yankees, who learned during But that doesn't mean he'll
the World Series that he is still sign the pepperpot Reds
an effective hurler, are one of veteran, who probably would
the clubs expected to bid for prefer a contending team, like
him.
-Philadelphia.

Kilmer, Theismonn Both Piloting Redskins

The Rams' Jason Town battles the Cosmos' Mork Whitaker during Murray Soccer Association
ploy lost weekend . The two teams battled to a 1-1 tie, while the Rowdies topped the Kentucky
Kickers 2-1, and the Flyers beat the Marvels 3-2. The Flyers finished regular-season league play
in first place, followed by the Rowdies, Kickers, Cosmos, Marvels and Rams. A singleeleminotion tournament will begin Saturday at 10 a.m. at the soccer field, located at the north
end of the Murray-Calloway County Pork.
rn Jean George
/ HUBBARD-LIBERTY-INTERWOVEN- JOHN HENRY-EL TORO BRAVO-HICKOK-ADLER -LEVIS
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Top-Seeded Connors
Stunned By Teacher

We at the King's Den are celebrating 6 years in
business because of you our customers.
to you we have grown and expanded each
Thanks
year. We'd
like to say thank-you with a

Murray Tennis Center
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Hole-In-One At Oaks
Wally Young, Oaks
Country Club professional,
wand his first bole-in-one
at the Oaks club on the parthree. 100-yard third hole
Tuesday.
Young used a seven-iron
for the ace on his way to a

Guidry Unanimous Cy:*oung Choice

round of 68, stx-under-par.
Witnesses were
Bill
Bogard, Bill Seale, Tony
Montgomery and Dale
Nance.
Young plans to play an
the Professional Golf
Aseociation's mini-tour in
January.
••• eon

Son Of Yanks' Lemon
Dies In Car Crash
By the Associated Press
PHOENIX, Ariz. 41erry Lemon, 26,
cif
New
York
Yankees
manager Bob Lemon, died
in a local hospital Tuesday
of injuries suffered Friday
in a one-car traffic accident west of here.
-

ion

Lemon's brother, Jim, is
a- furrier high schcibl
baseball coach here.

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - Ron Guidry,
whose 45.3 .record -produced
- the best starierican League
winning percentage since
1934, today became the fourth
New York Yankee to win the
Cy Young Award.
The 23-year-old left-hander
won all 28 first-place votes to
become the fourth unanimous
winner.
Guidry started the season
with a 13-game winning
streak. He finished with 25
triuMphi -15 of them after
losses by his team - on the
way to the top winning percentage, .893, in the AL in 44
years and the best percentage
ever for a 20-game winner.
His earned run average of
1.74 also was an uncontested
league high, while his 248
strikeouts in 2732-3 innings
were second to the 260
recorded by California's
Nolan Ryan.
"It was a great season - a
season a lot of pitchers dream
about," said Guidry, the
bandylegged
left-hander
whose scrawny frame belies
the speed of his fastbalL "I
don't think It's fully hit-yet. I
haven't had time to sit down
and reflect on what I've been
through.
"Maybe it will hit me one
Morning in the duck blind,
when I'm hunting," said the
native of Lafayette,. La.,
where hunting fills his winter
months.

4

Maricopa
County
sheriff's deputies said
Lenion waa aloneln hiss car
when it ran off the road at
high speed. Depufies said
he apparently tried to
correct the car, causing it
to overturn several times.
He was thrown out.
Funeral arrangements
are pending in Long Beach,
Calif., where his father
lives, officials said.

•

,

e

Murray Near OVC
Total Offense Lead

•

Murray State tight end David Thomas, who caught seven posses for do yards last week against
Eastern Kentucky, hopes to have a chance to play professionally.
Staff Photo bs T.

NIlson

By the Associated Press--- - Craig Rolle in- reeeiviain---NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Preston is averaging 4.3
Western Kentucky quar- receptions a game to Rolle's
terback John Hall, who riddled the Morehead defense 4 1Eastern Kentucky's Joel
with five touchdown passes Scrafton, who broke an arm
last weekend, has taken over against Western Kentucky two
broken up - it was such a
the Ohio Valley Conference weeks ago and is out for the
By WILL GRIMSLEY
great team when it was all
AP Special Correspondent
lead in passing and total of- season, remained the league's
The "Big Red Machine" is together."
fense.
leading punter with a 42.5 yard
Perez was one of the first to
In team statistics released average. Middle Tennessee's
apt to become just another
chugging, fluttering Ilivver go in the dismantling process.
by the conference office here, Randy Saunders is second
without Pete Rose, predicts Now 36 years old,-he went to
Eastern Kentucky continues with a 40.6-yard mark.
as the OVC's leading offensive
Western Kentucky's Carl former teammate Tony Perez. the Montreal Expos in a fourplayer trade after the 1976
team while Austin Peay leads Brazley has five interceptions
"I don't think Pete wants to season.
in team defense.
this season, while Eastern
leave Cincinnati - his heart
After , Rose, who's next?
Hall is averaging 151 yards Kentucky's Jerry Parrish is
must be heavy -,and I don't Johnny Bench? Joe Morgan?
" a game through eight starts, averaging 29.4 yards per
know why the club would ever
Observers
In which he has passed for kickoff return. Austin Peay's
said
the
let him go," said Perez, departure of Perez fractured
1,203 yards and rushed for 5 Joe Grimsley is returning
reflecting on the major league the delicate, magic chemistry
yards.
punts an average of 14.3 yards
baseball re-entry draft Friday of the team that won the
Murray tailback Danny Lee and Middle Tennessee's Stan
in which Cincinnati's scrappy National League pennant
Johnson, the OVC's leading
ilk
has
logged
90
solo
_right
third baseman is the choicest .1970, 1972 and -1975 and ceprusher, is seoisul in total of- tackles.
-tired the World Series in #
fense with 130.1 yards a game.. --Eastern Kentucky, seeenit----1"--icie- -1)°4/
1 shelf'
•
dramatic seven-game series
All of Johnson's yardage has In the OVC title race to
"Pete - he's the man who against the Boston Red Sox in
come on the ground, giving Western
Kentucky,
is
puts the go in the machine." 1975. •
him a sizeable lead over averaging 377.6 yards a game
The Reds have given off few
Eastern's Dale Patton, who is on offense. Murray is second
Rose,
for 16 years the
averaging 106.4 yards a game. with 372.1. Eastern leads in
hustling, aggressive mainstay sparks since.
Perez was a settling inPatton, however, leads in rushing offense with 266.4
of the Reds, has placed
among
scoring with 9.4 ppint a game yards an outing while Western
Latin
himself on the block after fluence
to
Johnson's
runnerup is the passing leader with 162.6
failing to convince Cincinnati American players 'on the
average of 8.3.
yards a game.
brass that he is worth $600,000 aquad, serving a role unofHall is averaging 11.6 pass
-Austin Peay nipped Western
a year for the next three ficially adopted bic Second
baseman Morgan with the
completions a game, with 93 Kentucky in this week's
years.
black players and catcher
completions in 175 attempts defensive
figures. The
for 53 percent. Murray's Mike Governors are allowing only
"It is very sad," added ,Bench with the whites:
Dickens is second in coin- 274 yards a contest, while
Perez, speaking by telephone
-Rose, the stubby Reds inpletions per game with 9.4.
Western has allowed 274.6. from his sub-tropical winter fielder, whose fireplug
Western Kentueky's Eddie Austin Peay leads in pass
home in Santurce, Puerto physique made
him an imPreston, who caught seven defense, allowing just 53.1
Rico."But it is the new way of plausible
candidate for
passes and scored three times yards a game. Morehead is
life. Every man must fight for baseball stardom,
defies the
against Morehead, moved the rushing defense leader at
what he thinks he deserves. old
man with the scythe by his
ahead of Tennessee Tech's 156.1.
hate to see this team continuing exploits. During

toss Of Rose May Hamper
Power Of Big Red Machine

Ted Turner
s will draft
18 next April.
t mean he'll
ierpot Reds
obabiy would
..ng team, like
ges
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e
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The shock may hit him
harder than most AL batters
did this year. Guidry
surrendered just 187 hits in
helping New York to its
second consecutive World
Championship. Mixing a
magical potion of sliders with
his smoking fastball, he
walked just 72 batters in his 35
starts.
The special committee of
the
Baseball
Writers
Association of America made
Guidry the first 'unanimous
winner since 1968, when
Denny McLain of the
American League Detroit

Pete Rose
•

734

8%

Tigers and Bob Gibson of the
Nations/ League St. Lows
Cardinals won all the firstplace votes.
Mike Caldwell of the
Milwaikee Brewers was
second this year, collecting 25
second-place votes and one
-thirt--Jim- Palmer of theBaltimore Orioles, a threetime Cy Young winner, was
third with 11 third-place votes
and one for second place).
It was the second consecutive AL Cy Young for a
Yankee pitcher. Relief ace
Sparky Lyle,_a forgotten man
in New York's miracle
comeback of 1978, won the
prize in 1977.
This year's voting came as
little surprise, but last week,
when Guidry received two
awards he in as many days,
he was reluctant to consider
the award his until offieial
announcement was made.
-Everyone's been talking
-aboutitso much,-Pnrstartingto believe I won it," said the
quiet, affable hurler who
nearly quit baseball in 1976,
when the Yankees sent him to
their Syracuse farm team in
the International League.
iwas- going-up arid-dotein
between New York and
Syracuse's." Guidry recalled.
"Then they brought me up for
a month or so and this time I
figured -it was for keeps. But
all I did was sit around and
finally they told me they were
sending me back to the
minors. I got fed up."
He and his wife, Bonnie,
were driving home-for good.
"We drove for about an
hour," he said. "I didn't sayr

Wright Is OVC's
Defensive Player
By the Associated Press
• NASHVILLE, Tenn. Middle Tennessee State's Stan
Wright, who has been the Ohio
Valley Conference's leading
tackler all season, has been
selected the OVC defensive

0
/0

In a 28-17 loss to Austin Peay
last week, Wright posted 21
solo tackles and six assists.
Two of the solos were tor
losses.
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anything, and neither did
Bonnie." Finally, Bonnie
Guidry said,"Why don't you
give it one more chance?'
"I thought about it and then
I said, 'If you don't mind
packing and unpacking,
moving back and forth, thop
dateuHe came back to? the major's
in 1977 and went 16-7 with 176
strikeouts in 31 games. ThuK,
over two seasons, Guidry's
left arm has produced 41
victories in 51 decisions and
424 strikeouts. .
Other highlights this year
included an 18-strikeout game
against the California „Angels
June 17; a club record nine
shutouts; a club record for
strikeouts - Jack Chesbro
struck out 239 in 1904 - and
the victory in the Yankees' 5-4
triumph over the Boston Red
_Sox in the one-game playoff
that won the AL East title for
New York.
"Somettmes,-1- wou1drg0-65
the- mound and say, 'There's
nobody that can beat me,"
said Guidry. And most times,
that turned out to be true.
Now, there is a Cy Young
Award to cherish. Until 1967,
only one award was given,
with New York's Bob Turley
-winning in 1958 and Whitey
Ford in 1961. Since the award
has been given the top pitcher
in each league, only Lyle
preceded Guidry to the pinnacle of AL pitching excellence.
"It's a great honor to win-it
this year," he said,"but it will
mean more once I'm out of
baseball, when I reflect back
on the past.
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-Ws Merfwecithho—Ttens
In Jazzy, 20-Rebound Night

kssociation
e Kentucky
eague play
A singlethe north
Jean George

; in

the past season he joined the
dozen naajor-leaguers -whe
have collected more than 3,000
hits and stimulated diamond
interest by challenging Joe
DiMaggio's 56-game hitting
streak. He finally was stopped
at 44, a league record.
By the Associated Press
and 14 assists and scored Sobers and 21 from Alex
He came within two hits of
With a non-stop scoring Golden State's final four English led the Pacers over
his ninth 200-hit season, which
machine like Pete Maravich points in a wide-open game. Cleveland.
would have broken the record
in the backcourt and a Lucas had tied the contest at
Terry Furlow had 25 for the., of Ty
Cobb.
rebounding terror like Truck 125 with 29 seconds left in Cava, who lost their fourth
Rose's value lies not in
Robinson up front, it doesn't regulation, forcing the straight.
statistics, Perez insists, but in
leave much room for starring overtime.
Hawks 110, Bullets 108
intangibles.
roles on the New Orleans Jazz. - George Gervin had 34 points
Jack Givens sank a jump
These intangibles include a
But Joe C. Meriweather had for San Antonio.
shot with 17 sieconds to go to
his chance to grab the
"Lucas is playing as well as boost the scrappy Hawks past love for the game that
and
spotlight Tuesday.
any guard in the NBA right the defending league cham- supercedes money
Meriweather 'grabbed 20 now," said the Spurs' Allan
pions. Eddie Johnson con- records and a fierce comrebounds, blocked nine shots Brisikw, who defensed, the tributed 73 points to the petitive drive. Pete once said
he wanted to be buried at third
Atlanta offense.
and hit 14 points to pace the slick Lucas for part of the
"We're a young team and base in Riverfront Stadium.
Jan to a 97-92 National game.
Says Perez: "I have never
Basketball Association vicwe play in a lot of peaks and
Suns 128, Knicks 108
valleys," said Atlanta Coach seen a man play the game
tory over Chicago. His perPhoenix easily outclassed
bardes."
_
formanc4 somewhat at least.- the -Knieke-in-Ahe-seeond half- --Hubie Brown. _
•
equaled Robinson's 28-point, after leading *by just two
17-rebound evening and 18 points at halftime. New York
points for Maravich.
was playing without scoring
"Joe Meriweather was a star Bob McAdoo, who has a
superman tonight," said Bulls back injury, and rookie guard
-Coach Larry Costello. "He Mike Richardson, out with a
HA'S
looked like Bill Russell, a real leg problem. The Suns made
FRESH KY. LAKE
flyswatter. Any time we tried do without center Alvan
to penetrate, he'd knock it Adams in the second half after
back at us."
he injured his ankle. Meriweather also shut off
Paul Westphal had 35 points
Artis Gilmore, holding the to pace the Suns to their
All You
Chicago center without a shot seventh victory in 10, games,
in the third quarter and to just the best start in the franCOn Eof
Ms points in the second half.
chise's history.
"Joe C. was tremendous
Bucks 114, Kings 112
- ALSO'EA WRING tonight," said Jazz Coach
Milwaukee broke a four*Steaks
'Chicken *Country Ham
Elgin Baylor. "He rebounded game losing streak behind
very well, did a good job on Brian Winters' 27 points and
(Served Family Styla).
Glhnore and was blocking Marques Johnson's 23.
everything "
But Bucks Coach Don
* NOW BOOKING CHRISTMAS PARTIES*
Elnewhere in the NBA. Nelson said recently acquired
Golden Nude outlasted San guard Norm Van Lier "played
Antonio 139-138 in overtime; super. We wouldn't have won
OPEN DiltftT="1400PA.---likoo P.M.
Phoenix beat New York 110- the genie without him."
SUNDAY 1100 A.M. - 900P.M. .
CLOSED ON MONDAY
105; Milwaukee edged Kansas
Nelson wasn't pleased with
City 114-112; Indiana was a the difficulty of the win.
.
114-114 victor over Cleveland;
"We've struggled too hard,"
Atlanta- topped Washington he said. "It should -never be
110-100i Loa Angeles minded this hard at hogne."
Denver 134-107 and Portland
elfin 119,Cavaliers 114
Taro oil Hwy. 74 E. si &irk Gilt SW.
Joy Davis' 27 points,
hi•id off Detroit 112-06.
44-41r49911014111110A19..L-14411.117417-,isemiber,-.151•L- ROAD lifillrfferfill'EPAIRT23
Lucas had 29 points quarbir,ftsists_
Rick/
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Children will get their
second treat of theatrical
entertainment this Saturday,
Nov. 1, when "The Thieving
Magpies" present their
second show of the fall season
at 10 a.m. in the Cheri Movie
Theatre on Chestnut.
Each Magpie show is made
up of songs and sketches in Li
very informal presentation on
the stage the first Saturday
morning of each month, a
spokesman said. October's
show had almost every child
in the audience up on stage
playing roles in "The Boy Who
Cried Wolf," "The Tortise and
the Hare," "Little Red Riding
Hood," and other fables and

WS ter Osecggp InieregN V Noel Syml IOC

DEAR ABBY: Tell SYLVIA IN GREENWICH. who's
king for a chastity belt, not to be stupid.
The use of the chastity belt itiaused much suffering among
.omen in medieval times.
The constant chafing of the metal against.sbeilega caused
.>' blisters, scars and gangrenous infections. Norto mention
S, the weight of the belt, which caused chronic backaches and
serious spinal deformities.
Hopefully, we've come a long way since • then. ButsAbby.
:what would happen if the husband lost the key?
CONCERNED FEMINIST

li

:DEAR CONCERNED: Don't worry. There's always a
-Yak man around when you need him.

DEAR ABBY: I know exactly what -SYLVIA is going
s:through. She's the wife who's trying to find a chastity belt so
can -p-nt--Itershashatrd'sissuspitionsI've been married for 14 years to a vVs:rful man whose
ri-c,only fault was his unreasonable jealousy. He loved me dear
st:sly, and although I've always been a true and faithful wife, he
ever trusted me out of his sight.
The daily accusations, denials and fighanrwere destroyour marriage, so together we designed something On the
r of a chastity belt.
It's a tight-fitting rubber panty girdle over which I wear
an old-fashioned type corset which laces up the back. My
k< husband laces me into it every morning, tying the lace in a
sz,hard knot at the top where I can't reach it. let alone undo it.
,..43iver that I wear a snug-fitting wide leather belt which also
fastens in the back with a small padlock like those used on
)iiiitcases. My husband carries the only key.
';•', Every day he comes home at noon to help me in the
-*bathroom.
tes This may sound like a humiliating solution, and I'm cer
s-stainly not advocating it for all wives, but it saved our
arriage,
HAPPY IN JULIAN,CALIF.

- EVERYBODY'S- GETTING INTO THE ACT — The Thieving Magpies are seen-here performing with SeVe rat members of the audience in "The 'Iodise and the Hare." The
Magpies will open their trunk filled with hats, costumes and props and the Big Bag of
Tricks in their. monthly show this Saturday at 10:00 a.m. in the Cheri Movie Theatre.
Admission is $1.50 per person but adults accompanied by a child under 12 get in free.
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Ugandans,-Tanzanians Fight—
In Tanzanian' Border Town

k

Reg 5454)

•'1 love every minute performing as one of the Magpies.
What little we do rehearse ii.
never done on the stage. We
try to work with the audience
doing the stories that they'd
like to see," said Jane Bailey,
"You really have to see it to
believe It.
Parents are welcome to
attend the hour long show.
Admission is $1.50 per person
but adults accompanied by a
child under 12 get in free. The
Thieving Magpies plan to
perform a different show the
first Saturday of every month
at 10 a.m. For more information phone 759-1752 or
753-3314.

CHIROPRACTORS SEEK

DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania
AP) — Invading
Ugandan forces and Tanzanian defenders are reported
locked in heavy fighting near
a Tanzanian border town. Two
American archeologists were
among 67 foreigners who fled
the shooting but there has
been no word on other
Westerners.
A Tanzanian government
statement said the battle was
raging around Bukoba, a town
of 11,000 some five miles south
of the border with Uganda and
along the western shore of
• DEAR HAPPY: if you're happy in this kind of wedlock,
Lake Victoria. Bukoba is
::•:inore power to you.
about 650 miles west of Dar Es
Salaam,the capital.
DEAR ABBY: We at Anvil Arms do custom work in
The statement said the
Inetal. We make swords and military items for museums and
Ugandans, supported by tanks
:personal collections. Having made armor for the National
and heavy artillery, invaded
S-Park Service for living history programs, the chastity belt
-..:sshould be no problem at all. •
through the Minziro, Kakunyu
Of course, it would require some redesigning, since the
and Mutukula areas Monday,
...chastity belt was notoriously uncomfortable for the wearer.
advanced as far as Kyaka,
s_ We would also need the exact measurements to provide a
about 18 miles inside Tan-s proper fit.
zania,
and _tbat 'the fighting-0
• May I add, Abby. after a hard day in the shop. I look for
continuing." ..savard to your column in the Salisbury Post, as it adds- a little
Western diplomats said 45
;gun and a great deal of insight into human problems.
- ries and 20
J. LUTHER SOWERS, Swedish missiona
Dutch citizens were evacuated
SALISBURY,N.C.
from the war zone. Brown
'
4".
•
DEAR ABBY: friend of mine who makes gold jewelry
University
anthropology
:Aold me- he recently made a 14-karat gold chastity belt for
researchers Linda and Ben
"the wife of a rich Arab in Beverly Hills. A mohth later this
Robertson also escaped, but
:sfsame Arab phoned and ordered NINE more.
there was no word on Brown
J.R.
Asst. Prof. Peter R. Schmidt,
co-workers Robin Pittemian
- DEAR ABBY: I own a specialty sheet metal fabrication
and Karla Evans, 11 U.S.
Ishop and can make a fine chastity belt witIrstainless steel
missionaries or 27 Canadians. •
will not rust, tarnish or 'Chip. .
Schmidt, af _Santa Rosa;
Three styles -are available: snuggy._regular and bikini.
king devices can be lock, padlock or corn binition. Items
Calif., wastieing research on a
n be monogrammed at no additional cost.
tribe he recently discovered
It can be made on a time and material basis, and the only
had learned to produce steel
uirement is that the lady come to Indianapolis for
long before the Europeans.
ttings.
Pittertnan graduated last
DONALD KEMPF
year from the Rhode Island
School of Design, and Miss
DEAR ABBY: Tell the woman who wants a chastity belt
_ she san_buy_one_in_Neow--Yek at a place-ealiesPsTlits- Evans is. sa- juitior--at-Cennecticut College in New
asure Chest."
London, the Providence
MURPH
'Journal-Bulletin said.
•
Ugandan
exiles
said
Ugandan helicopters flew
about 200 wounded Ugandan
soldiers back home for
treatment after the invasion
began, and that Uganda was
laueching air strikes in the
battle area.
Kenya called for a ceasefire and withdrawal of troops
from the border area and
offered to mediate. Reports on*
the fighting were coming from
government statements and
broadcasts for, which there
was no independent confirmation.
Ugandan-Tanzanian ties
have been strained since
January 1971 when Uganda's
Idi Amin came to power in a
"to"Collection
military coup and deposed
12.000ff Sale
--President Milton Obote.Obote
naggeirgargeoftgl
Bali bra.Soda* fiew
oe 4
turd geed
owl imat flow. Lyevg•
eggege6 sides god bark it, eule goirrwirigig.4w
leaseral Mu sod toren frt
4. NO. 2020 - Nylon Is, top was fiberfill 4.

stories.
The Thieving Magpies Si a
small troupe of peters who
perform
improvisational
theatre for children of all ages
as part of the Community
Theatre's
Education
program. This months show
will feature Rich Simon, Jane
Bailey, Richard Valentine and
the music of Joe Jackson. — - A combination of Halloween
stories and scenes about
autmn will be in the show
including the story of the
world's most famous Trick-orTheater's,
Hansel
and
Grethel, and how Goldilocks
and the Three Bears got their
name.

took political asylum in Dar
Es Salaam and flies the
Ugandan flag from his official
residence.
Six years ago Ugandan
exiles in Tanzania mounted an
invasion against Amin with
the tacit backing of the
Tanzanian government. But
the raid was repulsed in a
brief, bloody battle at
Mutakula, a few miles from
the Tanzanian border.
Last week Amin claimed
Tanzanian forces invaded
Uganda. Tanzania said this
was a lie and that eight
Ugandan jet fighters attacked
the Bukoba area last Thursday and Saturday, killing on
person, injuring several
others
and
damaging

The International Pain Control Inatitine is presently engaged
in what is the most extensive research program ever undertaken by the chiropractic profession This research is
directed toward determining the relationship between health
problems and spinal-misalignments and-utilizes a screening
process called Contour Analysis.

buildings. It said Tanzanian
defenders shot down three of
the warplanes and routed the
others.
The Daily Nation, published
in Nairobi, Kenya, quoted
Ugandan sources as saying
the Tanzanian invasion claim
by Amin was to cover up a
mutiny by Ugandan soldiers
loYal to fallen Vice President
Gen. Mutafa Adrisi, who
reportedly sought political
asylum in Egypt.
There was speculation the
Ugandan mutineers may have
crossed into Tanzania for
temporary santuary, were
joined by exiles, and then
recrossed into Uganda in a
major attempt to unseat
Amin.

Volunteers are belling_
ht for scriterung. Contoic Analysis
enables taking athree-dimensional picture called Moire
photography) of the topography of the surface of the spine toi
detect spinal stress deviations. This analysis will be
correlated with leg deficiency, patient symptomatology. and levels of spinal tenderness. An analysis of this
type can reveal such things as normal and abnormal stress patterns, spinal curvature, muscle spasms,
muscle imbalance, signal distortions, and scoliosis.
This is a public service program for participating volunteers. The doctors arecontributing their time, service,
and facilities for the program.
Anyone wishing to be a volunteer may telephone participating doctors directly for information or an appointment.

Murray Chiropractic Center

Paris Chiropractic Office

903 Sycamore Street
Murray,Kentucky 42071
502 -753-9909

107 West Blythe
Paris, Tenn 38242
901 -642-8682

This is. . . savings at Begley's

DRUG

SALE ENDS NOV

STORES
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

ARVIN

ELECTRIC
HEATERS

8201

WORTHALL
HUMIDIFIER

SMOKE ALARM

• woo moo.
mom maw..

• Winn steam
• 1-2 GOO* • 10 hoot

• Ma*kw
166401. 1230

ageriMon

• 11p-gger askmg
owlech

Arm
CARDS
50 IN.

-WRMRS
TABLET

Kodak film

6.9

1111allir

PLAIN OR
RULED

BOX OF 32

C110-20
KODACOLOR II
FILM

DURAFLAME
FIRE PLACE LOOS

PACKAGE
OF 100

FRUIT
CAKE

BURNS UP TO 3 HOURS
FLAMES IN COLORS

WITH

TIN CONTAINER

6.99\cAsE
PLASTIC
LAUNDRY
BASKET

ASSORTED

CUTICURA
MEDICATED
SOAP

Cuticu ra

SIZES

DEEP CLANS
WITHQUT
OVER STRIPPING
4 02

REGULAR 3 5 OZ

58C

Ch

— "IL NOXZEMA
ANTISEPTIC
SKIN CLEANSER

LB 1

FURNACE
FILTERS

FOR DEPENDABLE
MORE NATURAL
RELIEF

46C

Fiele

NEW IMPROVED

CUTEX
POLISH
REMOVER

ST.JOSEPH
ASPIRIN

DOAN'S
PILLS

ST.JOSEPH.

FOR RELIEF
OF BACKACHE

" ASPIRIN
It

PACKAGE OF 24

970

Board Approves
Decrease In
Liability Coverage

FOR CHILDREN
REDUCES

8 Or

FEVER FAST
f OR CHILOREHe•nr....,
•••••••, .•
o• • ii°:"="•-•

REGULAR OR
LEMON SCENTED

PACKAGE OF 36
DOCTOR APPROVED

Use Our
Convenient
WC* CUSTOM
ELECTRIC TRAIN

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Insurance
Regulatory Board has approved a 20 percent decrease
in base rates for physicians
and suregons professional
liability insurance coverage
written by the Aetna Casualty
and Surety Co.
Insurance
Commissioner
Harold McGuffey said Aetrfa,
the second largest writer of
such policies in Kentucky,
sought- the decrease based on
improved loss experience in
Kentucky and nationwide.,
McGuffey said he thought
„ the action would increase
competition, thus exerting
further pressure on Other
companies witing physicians
--wwitpraetter insurance to
'rate

• &wale
hp

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS

•••

moms
ARTIFICIAL

SCOTCH

THICK &
THIRSTY
TOWELS

PINE

JUMBO ROLL

TREES

ALL

20C

-CANDY BARS

4 ft, SCOTCH
PINE TREE /•/ I
6 ft SCOTCH PINE TREE
7 ft. SCOTCH PINE TREE
6 ft. MOUNTAIN KING
TREE

ST.JOSEPH
ASPIRIN

T.JOSEPH
ASPIRIN
\
IIIlm=1=Enrip

)E,,R
?OFIG P4I,U..,

ADULT
PA

A E 5 g100

, PURE PAIN RELIEVER

14.88
21.88
31.88

09

1.

4-ROLL
COMBINATION FOIL
+nit
OR FOIL BRITE
•

•
•

490,.
DECORATED

.1171EP

DOVE SOAP
WHITE OR PINK
BATH SIZE

LEGAL SIZE
ENVELOPES
by WAD
PACKAGE OF SO

1
110 *11 SI
II %NI

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE
LOTION
10 02
REGULAR. HERBAL
OR
EXTRA STRENGTH

e,h.eub

1 Lb.1
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Prices Good Thigylity No,atbIM*b4a.
LOW OVERHEAD
MEANS LOWER PRICES -

•

y inurute per
of the MaigpreN
do rehearse is
the stage. We
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id Jane Batley,
we to see it to

Bama

Pops Rite

Grape
Jelly

Save
36

welcome to
sr long show. 1.50 per person
=pained by a
tet in free. The
pies plan to
rent show the
if every month
or more inle 759-1752 or

PCPCarit'sav;ir

79

32
"

2 Lb. Bag

Vicks 44

3 or. Neg. $2.01

Cough
44_
Syrup
"
Save 7°‘

Sweet Sue

Flavor Kist
Assorted Deluxe

Chicken Broth Creames

5

14 oz.

Save 25'

$1
Cain

00

I

Pride of III.
Golden Cream Style

Hy-Power

Tamales

Friskies
Buffet

Blue Bonnet

341° Size

Cat Food

Margarine

C

Save 21c
20 Oz.

98.

Save

RIDE
OF ILLINOIS
17 oz. Savo 22

4-im..rcoo

6

61
/
2 Oz. Can
Save 32'

le

sis IhIS
,
r sp.asn.

Yellow
Quarters
1 Lb.

Save 10

O'Sage
Yellow Freestone

Peaches

ftice

Large 21
/
2
Size Can
Save 12'

iot‘n°s

Red
Potatoes
10 Lb. Bag
With S10.00 Order
Or More

Musselman's

Apple
Juice Save
10'

Your Choice
Keebler --Town Rouse

Crackers
...I.
Save 2t

S.

ral HER

101

)F30
KAI'S
LAME

CABLE
URA I.

Chuck Roas
Armour Test Tender
Boneless

Johnson & Johnson

Easy-Off

Chuck Roast Ground Chuck
$1 39
$129 lb.

1134 OZ.

Bomb
59c

lb.

Carnation

Martha White

Coffee- Spud Flakes
Save 36

2 Or. Pkg.

For$1 00

Savo 24'

T

Field
Country
Style

Sausage
SOAP
Ni PINK
SIZE

1001. 6 Bottle Carton
With Bottles
Dep.
Save 16
or

Baby Window
Shampoo Cleaner

Pure Fresh Lean

111

89c

Lb
$129
lBag

Field
Sliced

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Field
Worthmore
Sliced

ologna Bacon
1 lb pkg.

109 99c
-

12.z, pkg.

11 oz.

' COUPON

Cherrios
Cereal
15 oz.
With This
%Con

$

6C

•

Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

Exgre.s 11 -el 78
(34)ed IY AF Parkerc

Liquid
Disfectant
Cleaner
15 or.
Save 10

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center - HOURS:
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Scouts To Hold
Newspoporikive.,--

Rev. Tucker, Will Speak, Program
The Rev. Dan Tucker will be
Deoiplesibilp." •
the speaker at the World
Weser - low - afore 1841,
Community Day celebration
Church Women United has
to be held by the Church
celebrated World Community
Women United on Friday,
Day with -a novice emNev. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the
phasizing responsible corMartin's Chapel United
porate action for justice and
Methodist Church.
peace. Two national Human
Rev. Tucker is pastor of the
Rights Consultations-one in
Martin's Chapel and Good
New York and one in northern
Zhephered United Methodist
California-were
sponsored
Churches.
last spring by CWU in an efThe issue of human rights at
home and --Abroad - will U.--Tinette plan for such corporate
action, Miss Palmer said
considered by the CWU at the
meeting on Friday, according
to
Chrystelle
Palmer,
president of the local CWU.
The program theme will be
for
"Touchstones

Mayfield Man
Dies In'Accident
On State Line
A Route 3, Mayfield, man
died in a one vehicle accident
on U.S.641 just south of- theKentucky-Tennessee state line
shortly after midnight, a
Tennessee Highway -Patrolspokesman said today.
Authorities identified the
man as 23-year-old Timmons
&eve Blaylock.
The spokesman said the
man died when the pickup
truck he was driving left the
road about 50 feet south of the
state line at Hazel and struck
a tree. He was alone when the
accident occurred. The
spokesman said Blaylock was
dead on the scene. The wreck
happened about 12:05 a.m.
today.

CCHS To Host
Open House
Thursday Nov. 2
Calloway County High
School will host an open house
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Thursday,
Nov. 2. All parents are invited
to visit the school anct-the
teachers of their children.
Each homeroom teacher
will have a copy of their
students' schedules. Parents
are encouraged to ask their
'children for the name and
room number of their
'homeroom teacher.
Parents should go to the
homeroom at 7:30 and pick up
their child's schedule. From
this point., the bell will ring at
15-minute intervals to allow
parents to visit all of the
classes that their son or
daughter has in a regular
-school day. - Refreshments will be served
In the cafeteria following the
class visitations.
•

I

Funerals I

P. H. Bedwell Is
Dead At Age 01 59;
Funeral Thursday

All interested persons are
invited to attend this special
program on Friday, the CWU
Church
president said.
Women United is composed of
women from many of the
churches in Murray and
Calloway County.

Cherry Corner
Plans Revival-

(Csethesed From Page Oar
transfer.
. He turned the case
over to Attorney General
Robert Stephens.
Stephens then submitted a
massive investigative report
to Corns, who presented
evidence to the Franklin
grand jury, which heard
testimony from about ...29
witnesses.
Corns; expressirig disappointment with Williams'
ruling, said he is asking the
attorney general to appeal the
case.
: It is difficult to believe that
this-ease eannothe-prrrsecutedfurther because of an error of
the legislature 37 years ago or
a technical mistake of the
reviser of statutes 25 years
later," Corns said in a
statement. •
He said be hopes the appeal
will Meted and "then the
inclictment_can be reinstated
and the ease brought on for
trial."
Williams' order said there is
another compelling reason
why the indictment must be
dismissed.
"The penalty, even had it
been valid at,the time of the
alleged offenses, does not
attain the dignity of a felony,"
he said.
He said his interpretation of
a section .on penalties indicated the offense charged in
the indictment "is neither fish
nor foul ... it qualifies only as
an offense."
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DUNN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
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MCCUIS
teachers(
County in
1916. Mrs.
was assist
tified to t(
tered the
qualified
San Antor
Antonio,

BEDDING
HRS.9-8'THURS.-FRI. 9-5 SAT.
APPLIANCES
WE WOULD LIKE TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION FOR
MAKING OUR BUSINESS SUCH A BIG SUCCESS IN THE
FIRST YEAR AT OUU NEW LOCATION!
•

845.00-41.00few 47.40
MUM-42M

McClure...

-- -

a
sa
But i=rr
recession can be avoided. He said inflation and a weakening dollar would
help to bring on a recession in any
event, so "the risk of recession is
reduced" if the dollar operation and
Carter's new anti-inflation program
succeed,.
The derease in the Federal Reserve's discount rate to 9.5 percent occurred less than a month after the
board had raised the rate to 8.5 percent,
which at that time was a record high.
The discount rate ts the interest
0--Reserve-banks on
charged by Feder
their loans to commercial banks, and
the rate has a direct upward influent*
on interest rates throughout the
economy.

-1,11111111111111w4
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Hog Market
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The
seml-annual old
newspaper drive-by Boy SC(7,1t
Troop 77 of the First Christian
Church will be held Saturday,
Nov.4.
Persons
having
old
newspapers to be picked up
May call the church office,
753-3824, giving name and
address, a Scout spokesman
said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m.3541.
Below dam 301.7, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake 7 8.M. 354.8,
down 0.1.
Below dam 305.0, up 0.7.

IrEVg3

The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, located on Highway
121 South, New Concord Road.
will hold revival services
starting Thursday, Nov. 2, and
continuing through Sunday.
Nov. 5.
Guest speaker for the
services at seven o'clock each
evening and eleven a.m. and
seven p.m. on Sunday wdl be
the Rev. John C. Huffman,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
Jeff Caldwell, music
director, will direct the church
choir and the congregational
singing. Special music will be
presented by the Baptist
Student Union of Murray State
University.
The pastor, the Rev.
William Taylor, invites the
public to attend.

Phlenoy Howard Huck)
Bedwell, native of Murray,
died Monday at 11:30 a.m. at
his home, 430 Joe Clifton
Drive, Paducah He was 59
years of age.
The deceased was the owner
and operator of Bedwell TV
Sales and Service,
Paducah. He was a member of
the First Baptist Church,
Plain City Lodge No. 449
F&AM, Court of the Amareth,
Queen Christiana Court, and
served as past commander
and chairman of the executive
board of American Legion
Post No. 31. He served in the
U. S. Army in World War II.
The judge indicated that the
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Inez Bedwell; one language could be interpreted
daughter, Mrs: Jeanne Marie as meaning the alleged ofReed, ,Preseatt, Ariz.; four fense was a misdemeanor
sons, Dr. -William Howard rather than a felony.
If that is the case, he said,
Bedwell, Louisville, Thomas
the
statute of limitations Edward Bedwell, Towaon,
Md.. David Michael Bedwell, .which is one year for
West Lafayette,Ind., and Paul misdemeanors- has run out.
William Bedwell, Paducah.
Gov. Julian Carroll said,
Other survivors include, am very preased with the
three brothers, Kenneth and dismissal, and relietod_ for
Heyward Bedwell, Paris, Rtes. I expect him back it
Tenn., and Doyle Bedwell, work in a few days."
Clarksville, Tenn.; four
Carroll's press secretary,
grandchildren; several nieces Gary Auxier, noted that
and nephews_
McClure was still tecfinically
The funeral will be held taking vacation and comThursday at 10 a.m. at the pensatory time off and was not
chapel of the Fendley-Barker due to begin the leave of aband Harris Funeral Home, seuce without pay until mtdPaducah, with the Rev. John December.
Wood and the Rev. Kenneth
Auxier said under the
Puckett offielating. Burial will original statement from
follow in the Maplelawn Carroll's executive assistant.
Jack Hall, the leave of abCemetery there.
- Friends may call at the sence was to remairr in effect
bineeal home where Masonic until the outcome of the
ctfon. sald the leave order
lega.
services will be held tonight
-111

srps.1

The impetus for these
consultations and for this
year's World Community day
service is the assertion by
CWU's constituency that the
question of human rights is the
foremost peace issue for our
time, said Miss Palmer
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Kentucky Council Of Churches
Assembly Opens in Louisville

the

Murray Ledger 8r Times
•

Section B — Page One

When the 31st Annual "Varieties of Service.:.One
Assembly of Kentucky Council
rd: THE ECUMENICAL
of Churches opens Nov. 2 the
ASK." The theme is based
program theme will be upon I Corinthians 12:5.
The Assembly will begin at
11:00a.m. November 2 with arr
ecumenical communion
service in the sanctuary of
Summit Heights United
Methodist Church, 7400 Outer
Loop Road, Louisville. During
this service, the Right Rev.

Wednesday, November 1,1978
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MCCUISTON SCHOOL 1916 — Pictured is the student body and
teachers of McCuiston School, located on the east side of Calloway
County near where Panorama Shores Subdivision is now situated, in
1916. Mrs. Ina Thurman Blalock was principal and Miss Audi.' Falwell
was assistant teacher. Mrs. Blalock's husband, P.N. Blalock, was certified to teach, but never taught. Of the Blalock's ten chiklren, six entered the teaching profession and six of their sons-in-law also were
qualified as teachers. The Blalock children are Murrelle B. Hugh-es,
, San Antonio, Texas, Opal B. Howard, Murray, Martha B. Stewart, San
4. Antonio, Texas, Nelson Blalock, Murray; Max Blalock, Beaumont,.
Texas, Ann B. Maddox,Louisville, Joe Blalock,tong Valley, N. J., Janice B. Miller, Nacogdoches, Texas, Bac-fret B. &Aomori And Betfie B.
Gravett, Henderson. Pictured, left to right, first row, Ray Rolfe, Norman Lovins, Clifford Blalock, Peachie Cook, Estelle McCuiston Cunningham, Flossie Boyd Fitts, Rupert Sheckels, Vedell Robertson, Oma
Brandon, Fay Rolfe, Norene Brigham, unknown, Gladys Hutchens,
Lucille Darnell; second row, Leslie Pittman, Robert Parker, Raymond
McCuiston, Macon Wrye, John Marlin, Clayborne McCuiston, Teddie

Asio:46.

Martin, Joe Walker, Wrye, Maston Cook, Jennie Russell; third row,
Leonard Campbell, Lee Caldwell, John McCuiston, Clifton Thurman,
John Houston Blalock, Robert Walker, Annie Blalock Lovins, Audie
Falwell, teacher, Ina Thurman Blalock, teacher and principal, Ruby
Boyd, Jewell Lovins Outland, Suzie Parket Edwards, Opal McClure
Holland, Gladys Lovins, Mavis Darnell; fotirth row, Nathan Pittman,
Johnnie Walker, Earnest Caldwell, Christine Rolfe Brandon, Millie
Lovins, Esther Blalock Lovins, Mabel Thurman Grubbs, Cora McCuiston Phillips, Thelma Blalock Parker, Myrtle McCuiston Lassiter,
Nellie Boyd Outland, Gladys Hutchens, Flossie Robertson; fifth row,
Roy Pittman, Richard Self, Arthur Rolfe, Estelle Lovins Spiceland, Pearl
Bonner Osborne,(Ma Russell, Van Alice Hutchens, Ina Dick, Jewell
Campbell, Flora Lovins, Robby Walker, Pocahontas Rolfe Wilier,
Lerline Self, Helen Self, Eva Weatherford, Mary Weatherford; top row,
Otis Lovins, Hilman Thurman, Pete Self, lsac Ike Brandon, flora
Blalock Buchanan, Carl Wrye Boggess, Love Walker Buchanan, Vera
Thurman, Mary Susan Blalock Bonner, Dorothy Blalock Garner, Bertha May Martin, Verda Weatherford Duncan, Ella Elkins, and Luna
Elkins.

He Loses His Job

Famous 'Singing Bus Driver' Now Chanting Blues

James -L. - Cummings. will Tabernacle (' M.E. Church In
deliver the keynote address St. Louis, where he also
for thestneeting, underscoring served for five years on the St.
the theme. The communion Louis Board of Education. He
will be concelebrated by was President of that Board in
_
-Bishop--Cummings, The Right
1975-76. Bishop Cummings has
Rev. David B. Reed of the
been active in ecumenical
Episcopal Diocese of Kenaffairs, representing the
tucky and Bishop Frank L.
C.M.E. Church on the
Roberts,on, of the United
Governing Board of the
Methodist Louisville
National Council of Churches:
Episcopal Area..
serving as a C.M.E. fraternal
Bishop Cummings will hold
dialogue -Steins ` with -delegate
Other
to
delegates on two other oc- denomination's conventions,
casions during the two-day and working in the Indiana
meeting. He is the newly- and Missouri Councils of
consecrated Presiding Bishop Churches. He is a native of
of the Second Episcopal Allenville, Kentucky.
District of the Christian
Methodist Episcopal Church,
On Thursday afternoon,
which includes- Kentueltyr—delegates wiff_710----iatte_
Ohio and Tennessee. His office denominational caucuses to
is at Cincinnati.
discuss matters concerning
Prior to becoming Bishop, the work of each communion
he -was pastor of -Lane- -with-and through the KCC...

Parents of 'identified giftedtalented children attending
Murray Middle School have'
beenidentified, a school
spokesman said today.
_The irientifir•tinn process.
for selecting the students is a
screening procedure which
includes intelligence testing,
achievement scores, teacher
recorrunendatins, and identifiable talents in the performing arts, plus -academic
and leadership strengths.
"Grade average in school is
not a criteria for admittance
into the program," the
spokesman said.
The gifted program includes
five percent of the school
population recommended by a
grant Kentucky Department
of Education awarded Murray
city schools earlier this
summer.
The spokesman said the
identification process is "ongoing for the entire school
BOOK PRESENTATION — Donna lackson of the
system."
She
in- Calloway County Homemakers, right, presents a book to
dicated,"Because of the lack , Kay Greer, Southwest Elementary School librarian. The
of pertinent information for book,"Kentucky Treasure Trails, A Historical and Cultural
some students, later iden- Travel Guide," wine used in the school's library.
tification will be made when
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
this information is available."

Gobble Up These Buys
$300

1 Group Infants Wear

1/2

1 Group Infants Wear
PRICE
1 Group Boys Short Sleeve Shirts

1/2 of 1/2

!RICE

or 1/4 Of Original Price)

All Girls Coits
All Girls Jeans
All Boys Jeans
EverythingElse

•

By scow GIBSON
fare. The company won't his niche 4v2 years ago when
"f think I'm turning people 'That crazy Benjy.' And that's
Associated Press Writer
000
comment on the action except he signed on with Connecticut on to mass transit," he said. the name of the game."
HARTFORD, Conn.(AP) — to note that the rule forbids Transit.
"When people get out of work
After his first effort at verse
The singing bus driver, who bus drivers to take money .."Tell it, tell it everywhere, they've had a hard day and
paid off, Stellmacher came up
tried "turning people on to directly from passengers.
this is the bus to Depot they don't want someone
with a longer version he'd
mass transit" with tunes,
For Stellmacher, it was just Square," went one of yelling at them. They want faithfully recite
to passengers
jokes and parties, is out of a another kindifeas he cOuld do. -StellinacherS- -early --songs. people—being- couiteous,
OFF
—1i-they crimbed up the steps
job because he made change
Stellrnacher has made a The tunes and his steady light help set a mood for when they
his
city
bus.
for his passengers, a violation career out of turning dour banter entertained riders on get home. They've already
of company rules.
commuters on his express bus runs from downtown Hartford practiced a smile for when
"Then I started having
Benford Stellmacher was into cheerful friends. He has to suburban stops.
they go home,'even if they say birthday parties," he said.
fired Oct. 19. Now he's trying decorated his bus for
to get his job back through his Christmas,
given
out
union and with the help ofGov. songbooks so the riders could
Ella Grasso — a passenger on join in carol singing anti even
rhis bus during a Christmas arranged bus-bound birthday
party last year.
AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT
parties.
Congressman Ronald
Leave Leven le Veda, Peados .
A 25-year-old broadcast
1r 'Sarasin, Mrs. Grasso's school dropout and former
q Like TbleWM Cress
Republican opponent for door-to-door vacuum cleaner
DON'T PUSH THEM BACK
governor,
has
offered salesman, Stellmacher found
Tlie Mackie' Dees Ns Fee Yee end Omen Itself NE Next Yeter
Stellmacher a job driving a
campaign bus.
Connecticut Transit Co. said
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 3
COLUMN
Stellmacher made an $8
COLUMN I
nistake - that's the amount
le handled in paper bills and
•
tonged into coins for bus
UM-VW
U TUN NIBS LW
Midshipman
Gregory__
TI OUSE MANS
fie MS MIST SE
Garfield,
son
of
SINIIIS RI VOTE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
PROJECT
if US NU WIT
Gene J. Garfield, was
Ti KOSTER
INDEPENDENCE
LEAN IMES ..z4E0
awarded a scholarship to MN
-4
-11111111 SIMI LIFT
What is Project
•
Vanderbilt University in
Independence?
Nashville. A full scholarship
winner in national comProject- InGENERAL ELECTION
GENERAL ELECTION
GENERAL ELECTION
GENERAL ELECTION
petition, Garfield was allowed
dependence is a
TUES NOVEMBER 7 197B
TUES NOVEMBER 7 1978
TUES NOVEMBER 7 1978
TUES NOVEMBER 7, 1978
to attend the college or'
demonstration project
university of his choice from •
Anthony A
for the dderly in the
Low.
Walter
among 56 national institutions
Jackson Purchase. It
McCORD
Guenthner, Jr. 0
Huddieston
0
which host Naval Reserve
is designed to help
{ Vote For One)
older persons remain
Officers Training Corps.
arroll
in their own homes as
an alternative to enHUBBARD, JR.
Vote For One
institutiorfal
tering
facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
I. Are age 60 or
4
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
such as household
This is a sample ballot as listed on the November 7th General Election Ballot. Robert (Red)
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
Overby will be running unopposed in District number 4 of the Calloway County School
and others), AND
Board,
the
get
with the following prt.cincts voting - a small percentage of number 1-6-9 in the city
3. Can not
services from any
and all of precincts Faxon, Almo, Dexter, Jackson and Calloway High in the county. Walter
4.
other source.
Garfield
Byars running unopposed in District number 1 of the Calloway County School Board with
Gregory
have
you
If
about
questilns
A 1978 graduate of Murray
the following precincts voting - a small percentage of number 8 - 11 in the city and all of
Project Independence
High School, Garfield served
precincts Harris Grove, Hazel and Providence in the county. This includes the people inside
, call Bonnie Ashby at
as French Club president and
' 7524362
itibuf re.,iP the County Schoolloard Districta ipentber of the National.
onor Surtatly:

$800

114

ildrenPst,

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

Samplriallot
General Election, Tuesday, November 7 1978

Midshipman
Is Awarded
Scholarship

wi

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

For United States Senator

For United States Representative
in Congress

0 4.1

is

^
• •••

• -.

•

_ 7
.

AMERICANPARTY

•
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Prog
Britt,
seFvee

PRELL
SHAMPOO

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH I GARGLE

VOINVEllit

24 OZ. $2.75 VALUE
506 OFF LABEL
SAY R1TEI
LOW PRICE

11 OZ. LIQUID OR
5 OZ. CONCENTRATE
EACH A $2.59 VALUE
20c OFF LABELS _
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

THE NEW EDISON

COMFORT SENSOR
PORTABLE HEATING SYSTEM
A breakthrough in heater design.
The Edison
Comfort Sensor is the only heater that heats a room
fast with forced air flow—then "throttles back" to
lower heat and air flow to hold the heat level.

•NEO-SYNEPHRINE

VISINE

/
1
2%,-3
/
4 OZ.

EYE DROPS

•NEO-SYNEPIIRINE II
LONG ACTING

.50Z.
8135 VALUE

/
1
2DL

EITHER $1

ONLY

CHLORASEPTIC
SORE THROAT LOZENGf.S
18's
*MINT
*CHERRY
$1.35 VALOE

I

It has:
• Settings for different room sizes
exposed heating elements
•
• A safely totichable case and grill
heat maintenance
• Economy of use through varying
.
cycles
his
• A design for maximum safety—for the user and
home
decor
• An attractive "furniture" style to fit any
SAVE ENERGY AND MONEY: HEAT COOL
ROOMS OR TURN DOWN THE FURNACE AND
HEAT JUST THE ROOM YOU ARE USING

WHILE QUANTITIES UST

LIQUID•1

unarm

ONE A DAY VITAMINS
60's

188

sof.$228
FLINTSTOE VITAMINS
80's

si 99

FLINTSTONE
VITAMINS W/HION

• Perfect for picnics,
coffee breaks, get
togethers?
• Rust-proof, dent-proof,
especially easy to keep
elean
• Durable, handsome
Plaid jacket.

TRUST YOUR
PRESCRIPTION
NEEDS TO THE
PHARMACY Y U
CAN
DEPEND
ON ...
SAY-RITE

MENNEN

Bracer
Skin
AFTER

NOXZEMA

'FOU1

More
through
—WORLD
four ba:

BUS
EXP.
CAP

Skin Bracer

Poodles Sou
OVER SOO

"It doesn't
get there
till you
do"
4 OZ.

VEIN'
CAP

LOOK OVER OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF GE
APPLIANCES - NOW AT LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES
Bel-Air Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.

LEA
SO[)

SHAVE

ANTISEPTIC

• f

ONLY

%sober
Familia" Soo
ort it {41

REA
EST
Somber
Foodloit So
OAR I ic

The!
ness in
lions c
long-te
agreem
comp Al

1-6 Sunday
THE STRONG,
DO-EVERYTHING TAPE
1.5 IN. x 10 TO. ROLL

A nel
and inw
Lain exp
Now,

Plooloor I
Poollog Soo
ottit St

•

lbte 'n Pour handre

Born

know a

ANT1-PERSPIRANT
1.75 OZ.
$1.59 VALUE
*REGULAR
*UNSCENTED

Plaid Quart thermos a •

BIBLE

ANTISEPTIC
OZ.
98' VALUE

ONE A DAY VITAMINS W/IRON

SOCKS

11Fronsies...
IN ASSORTED
COLORS &
STYLES

services ta

- cannot afforn
obtain the
sources.
H urn an
Secretary Pe
program "a
very human
very painful
: to place disal
an institutior
made possit
fund can be I
families and

C1011 AIMS
War MO
NIP WM
MI

28

Fast!
Sore
Throat
Relief

CamphoPhengle

CAMPHOPNENIQUE

FC
yhKcisi
actuits are LIN
• because thei
afford
hi
equipment
neeessary fc
Departmen
Resources
program to
and their ft
native: car
homes.
Through "I
- vices and
the departir
items which
home care of
disabled pet
with a first
$20,000, prov
lifts and o

(band
the loa,

DES11111..

DESITIN OINTMENT
FOR DIAPER RASH

HotA
Wol
LAXATIVE
POWDER
140Z.
$4.83 VALUE

$296

four pi
you im
special
sible p
most ii
If ri
just on
that po
growth
potentt
zrart

JE

IC

•

RON
228
or
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Rape Victims May Qualify For
Assistance, State AGO Explains
James. said that besides examinations also are eonFRANKFORT, Ky. - A
rape victim may qualify for using examinations results in ducted for the protection of the
•issistance under Kentucky's criminal proceedings, the victim.
Crime Victims Compensation
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Some disabilities," he said.
late
according to an opinion
severely disabled children and
Commissioner Robert
issued by the state Attorney
adults are living in institutions Slaton of the Health Services
General's Office.
because their families cannot Bureau said, "We are pleased
afford the high costs of special to be able to offer an alter. Suganoe Cassidy, executive
equipment or
services native for developmentally
direct* of the Northern
neterisitry-for their care. The disabled persons."
Kentucky Rape Crisis Center,
Department for Human
The project is part of "New
requested an opinion conResources has begun a Directions," a
Human
cerning payment of medical
program to give such people Resources program begun
costs for the examination of a
and their families an alter- last year by Conn. It is
rape victim conducted at the
native: care in Abair own designed to avoid unnecessary
request of law enforcement
homes.
institutional placement of
officials.
Through the Special Ser- Kentuckians
who
are
Reid James, assistant atvices and .Equipment Fund, developmentally disabled or
torney general, said alibi:nig/1— —
ARMY CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT — Master Sgt Howard John Willson (right),
the department if providing mentally retarded.
the
results
of .• such
who is assigned to the ROTC detachment at Murray State Unisersity, has been presenitems which make possible the
examinations may later be
Local health departments
ted the Army Certificate of Achievement for outstanding performance of duty while
home care of developmentally
used in criminal proceedings,
and comprehensive care
disabled persons. The fund,
serving as noncommissioned officer-in-charge of ROTC Second Region rifle teams
there is no authority stating
centers now are referring
with a first-year budget of
during the National Rifle and Pistol Championships at Camp Perry, Ohio, July 17-Aug.
that a city, county, urbanprospective clients to a
$20,000, provides wheelchairs,
23. Lt. Col. Randell G. Routt presents the award to Willson, whose Second Region
county government or the
committee made up of
lifts and other items and
teams posted records of outstanding success during the competition. Willson, an
state would be obligated to
representatives of three
services to families who
pay for the costs.
Oklahoman, hes coached the ROTC rifle team at Murry State since 1974-inclu4ing
bureaus in the Human
--1,---oannotafford-thentancitannot-national
championteams
in14
1
7647
-and
1977-78.
-Resources Department. The
However,for a victim to be
obtatn them from other eligibility of each applicant is
eligible for benefits under
sources.
based in part on financial need
Compensation for Crime
Human
Resources and the availability of
Victims,"a person must be a
Secretary Peter Conn calls the equipment or services through
victim of criminally injurious
program "a real solution to a Other sources.
conduet," which is defined as
very human need. It has been
"conduct that occurs or is
The fund serves those who
very painful for some families
attempted in this jurisdiction,
to place disabled loved ones in are disabled by severe
Who to see for what eye poses a substantial threat of
eyes:
beautiful
For
Everything
you
ever
wanted
an institution. The home care disorders beginning in
care: _
personal injury or death, and---to know about eyes and some
-UR eye cream around your
made possible through this childhood, including mental
An ophthalmologist or is punishable by fine, imthings that may not have even eyes every night since this
fund can be beneficial to these retardation, cerebral palsy,
oculist is a medical doctor who prisonment or death," said
come across your field of area has no oil glands.
can treat and test for disease
families and to people with epilepsy and autism.
vision are brought into focus
Don't make eye drops a and also prescribe corrective James.
The Attorney General's
in the October 23 Family habit. There's a danger that
lenses.
Office feels that rape victims
Circle.
capillaries in the eyeball may
An optometrist may write a fall within this definition, he
In a special section that burst.
prescription for lenses or
Free For The Asking!
.
covers everything from eye
Use light colored eye other optical aids but is not a said.
makeup to medical problems shadow to emphasize an area doctor.
write
The crime must be reported'
affecting the eyes and who can and dark shadows to tone
Ant„Optician grinds lenses to police within 48 hours and
help you with them, an article down problems such as droopy according to a
prescription, the victim must fully
by Jane E. _Brody, medical lids.
fits
them
into
a
frame and cooperate- with law enBox 307, Murray, KY 42071
writer for the New York
Don't use frosted eye adjusts them to the wearer, forcement officials in order to
Times, the following in- shadow behind eye glasses. It
but is not allowed to write a qualify. Out-of-pocket losses
formation comes to light:
- looks too glinty.
prescription, diagnose or treat must exceed 8100 and a claim
Plus Regular Drink
must be filed within 90 days
a medical problem.
Reg.
What's myth and what's after the crime with the Crime
Victim's Compensation
fact:
$2.28
Sitting too close to a movie Board. "The board will deny
screen or television may an award if the expenses in7
cause eye strain, but it won't curred by the victim will not
hurt your eyes. The same is cause the victim to suffer
true of reading a great deal or serious financial hardships,"
wearing glasses that are too James stated.
if the victim was confined in
strong.
Eye exercises may be a prison or state institution at
helpful for children with "lazy the time of receiving the ineyes", but, in most other juries, no compensation would
cases,-there is no significant be awarded, according to is
James.
evidence
that they work.
For our Business Venture From Businesses That

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE'

Borrow

inderstand lour Business

A new trend has been developed tbat makes investment money available on businesses like yours FROM lenders
and investors that relate to businesses such as yours. Small and large companies alike are becoming reluctant to obtain expansion, investment and venture capital from lending institutions that will talk in their terms only.
Now, WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE is providing a new concept in exposing you to new sources of capital that
know and understand your business requirements. They talk money to you on YOUR terms!

Four Basic- Categories
More than 1,100'investment capital-heavy- C- ompanies
throughout the nation have been brought together by
'WORLDWIDE FINANCE that want to loan or invest money in
four basic areas of business:
Excellent for resolving lines of credit
BUSINESS

EXPANSION
CAPITAL -

Inventory financing
Accounts receivable
Factoring
roatupawat
bases
Times sales contr7i
discounting

The WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE portfolios have
been
-years --in- growth -and development, seyou
Nomber of
feedbag Rimy
floodlos Sloorcos
dealing
with professional business executives just like
$5 OM No tYchnuird
MLR 1;0
yourself — people who want to get involved because they
dice furniture
ha* the capital to do just that, and they understand that it
sisiness equipment
takes
money to make money.
Cciapaer hardware and software
The
time and money you save with WORLDWIDE FlequOme/it
CiondleOction
,
nainivercit
Trassporiation (airplanes, trucks, etc.)
Pollan 3,1•ffes 144,6041
portfolios will more than repay the smill invest1500
0555 54X
• path,eq uip me t
ment involved to obtain highly rated firms (many are AAA
Electronic equipment
rated) Further, your portfolios cost is totally tax deductOil field supplies and equipment
ible ass- business expense.
Long term & intermediate lending
You can order your choice of one or any combination
VENTURE
for general business expansion
four portfolios at volume discount prices:
°Lille
Mantdacturing
Rooter of
Leading Liar
hiding forme%
i11 000 t. %lulu millhoi
MIR 440

Wionier of
Fella oi Swint* loodiog Moor
SSG.110 1...141114811ed
tan 160

Any One Portfolio
AnyyTwo Portfolios
Any Three Portfolios
Any Four Portfolios

movies
&
gas development
Energy sources development
Electronic development

40.00
60.00

Your bound portfolios will be forwarded to you by
return mail

,Apartments
Motels/hots
siloppine centers
Housing developments
Recreational facilities
Business & office complexes
Mobile home parks.
Agricultural
Nursing homes
Medical institutions

Modernize Your Financing
Detach and Send Today
Order All Four Portfolios
for Maximum Opportunities

AORI,D1111DE FINANCE EXCHANGE is the new and
These four categories over a broad spectrum of busimethod to find financing for your particumodern
ness interests that represent loaning power into the bilneeds.
Send check, money order or for convenilar
a
few
hundred
dollars
to
from
lk)ns of dollars. loans
Master Charge or VISA eards for your
use
your
ence
dollar
to
multi-million
amounting
long-term-arrangements
agreements are available from interested individuals and
companies who want to help you meet your growth and
financial desires. In fact, in many transactions the bigger
the loan requirement, the more attention you will demand. Company
City
Zip
Investors
State
Phone
These
Find
How You
years
in
developing
been
has
FINANCE
WORLDWIDE
Please send me the following lists:
four portfolios of companies ready and willing to talk with O BUSINESS EXPANSION CAPITAL
you immediately about your financial requirements. These -C1 LEASING SOURCES
specialized portfolios contain names, companies, respon- O VENTURE CAPITAL
sible persons, range" of lending or investing power and 2 wt. ESTATE
most instances specNic areas of business activities.
Enclosed is (circle one): .
If your financial requirements are specifically suited to
S40 for 2 $S2 for;
lint one or more of the four general categories, send for
that portfolio and allow it to open a new world of financial Mime bill my (check one):
Li VISA EI MASTER CHARGE
power for your business ventures YOU choose the
growth
potential source of lending activities

WORLDWIDE FINANCE EXCHANGE

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

40(
SAVE
you
WHEN

•

:Satisfaction Gbiranteed or Money Refunded
•

BUY lid

ANY SIZE
.

•
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Every cup of Fblger's Coffee Crystals
gives you that special richness
promised in every spobnful. Clip
this 40C coupon,and see for
yourself. FolgerS Crystals—
tastes as rich as it looks.
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PAGE S-B

NORTNSIOE
New Store Hours
•
Are .
6-10
II--12 Fri.
I
Mon-Thurs. 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

.WILL MAKE YOUR DAY'

We Reserve The Right To Limif
Prices Good Nov. 1-Nov. 7

HEINZ
KEG-0

CLOROX

BLEACH

KETCHUP
LIMIT 2

WITN $10.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCNASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY & TOBACCO

ALL GRINDS

GAL.

Et asox A

32 OZ.

IGA RIPPLED OR REGUUR

API

MINUTE MAID

POTATO CHIPS
KARO GREEN UBEL

PANCAKE SYRUP

11A1111., CHEESE, SAUSAGE, PEPPERONI, CANADIAN IACON

CHOWN
BATHROOM

TISSUE IER

unarvj
20' OFF 32 OZ.

4 NW

a

!GA

"

BREAD SHOP,

BROWN & SERIg uRROLLS.
'fairDONUTS
BUNNY
HARDROLLS

e

1111

EVERFRESN

CAMPREWS CHICKEN NOODLE
IGICTOMATO

SOUP

In
Irh a

IGA FRENCH STYLE

GREEN BEANS.
IGA STEMS & PIECES

DOLG

MUSHROOMS

s

3/69e GREEN BEANS.. isa 3/11
uoz. 65'
3/9 JUICE
49—SAUCE
IGA TOMATO

le OZ.

IGA TOMATO

40L

IGA

Banquet

PEACHES

BANQUET

FRIED CHICKEN
POT PIES

HALVES OR SLICES 2/
1
2SIZE

VAN CAMP

itTLE,COIN MI PEACN

IAIIIIIET

BUFFET DINNERS
PIE SHELLS
CliOnNipSSouT
DAMP I"

Liu Tissn

- 2/89*
3/896 I •

PURITAN OIL SPECIAL
$89c
73.
149

PORK it
BEANS

150Z.

PIIISBURY COUNTRY STYLE OR BUTTERMILK

BISCUITS

4 023
/
3
9
c

MIRACLE

BOWL MARGARINE
OLEO
111-RISE SELF RISING

2 LB. BOWL

69c
99c

•.':•lasr,
, ••
•
;1

•1,,•

*.-••
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FRESH
STEAK
TENDER
K

RED DELICIOUS, YELLOW DELICIOUS,JONATHAN

CUTLETS

FIELDS

PORK SAUSAGE
airl SLICES
SEMI BONELESS

ONIONS

HALF
HAMS
FIELDS

TEXAS ORANGES.5

LB BAG

BOLOGNA, SALAMI, PAP LOAF

Stoneware

FAMILY PACK

9524DETERNA
If V\DIEt (Nt Vr1:1)

FREEZER-TO-OVEN-TO-TABLE
EkcoEterna Camelot Stoneware ,s durable and
beautiful enough for freezer-to-oven-to-table use
and it can also be used ,n microwave ovens

Pat

STOMACHS
FRESH

PORK MELT
METZGER CHUNK STYLE

BOLOGNA

FRESH

49c PIGS FEET
49c
LI. 39°— PORK BRAINS.-- 59c
79c T-BONE STEAKS...
LB.

LB.

REELFOOT

LB.

FAM-PAK

LB.

LB. 1
79

FIELDS - 12 OZS.
PROLEAGUER

WIENER

Osi mom am am aim me EIN
SOPER COUPON!
JELL-0
r—
PUDDING &
./

SUPER coatroom,'
MO GREEN UBEL

PIE FILLING

---- PANCAKE SYRUP

± 20c

7GF-15

OFF

%Ille on am vim on ors 100

7BF20

%km so En me me am 00

''':..9t

.1,10,i4
,
rtrilt.... Adar.e,
see.-mie. .06.prAjp... "
...:-...- - 1"---, '.'.-.fi.. iii:.
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Fashion Tips For Overweight
Women Are Outlined By Adviser

Math Teaching Course
Set At Night At MSU
A course in teaching
mathematics will be offered
one evening each week it
Murray„ State University
during the spring semester as
a service to teachers in the
area. -----Dr. David Gibbs, chairman
of the Department of
Mathematics, said the course
entitled Mathematics 551,
Teaching Mathematics II, will
meet from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Wednesdays, with Hazel
-Cowin as instructor; It maybe
taken for graduate or advanced undergraduate credit.

enrichment, use of teaching
aids,, professional activities,
and Us teaching of selected
toldelL
Armlet interested in
enrolling in the course may
pre-register, register -en Jan. •
11 or Jan. 12, or register at the
firstclass meeting.

UNIONS GAIN
OTTAWA (AP) - Union
membership in Canada
totaled 3.3 million at the start
of-1•94,--iip 4.1 pereene4eent-31'
million a year earlier, according to the federal labor
department.
Content of the course inUnion members represent
cludes such topics as 31.3 percent of the total
labor
evaluation. ,remediation and force.

...--..-- ...CIVIL SERVICE PROMOTION - Michael

4 Mast
5 Boys org
6 Three-toed
sloth
7 Spbbr-----t
El -Torrid
9 King of
Bastian
10 Spur
11 Withered
16 Consume
18 Amidst
21 - crab
22 Grain
2_3 Prissy
2;1-63mfort
25 Succor
26 Things, in
law
28 Man s ruck-

name
29 Vigor
30 Eons
31 Run easily
33 Pale
34 Cover

Answer to Tuesday s Puzzle

G100 00000 00E
00 00000 MOC
1200U0 00000013
MEM OCH3
13013130130 !DEC
UD 0121000 MOO

WOO 0000C DEC
MUG MOOD DC
00000 000000E
000 0000
U300000 M00
BOO 30000 0
030 13301210

48 Native metal
37 Speck
39 Reports
19 Nahoor
41 Dipper
sheep
12-)Aink. e g
50 Edible seed
43 Throng
51 Pigpen
44 Thought.
53 Part of to be
45 Paid notice 55 Hypothetical
46 Stalk
force

113 4 Mail dr "il
a... ill
II
guit°ii dU iii
ill 111 iMMIll all

"7-

Shoppers-Look Forward To Ads
In Newspaper, Survey Reveals

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Novelty
4 Quarrel
8 Jumps
12 Anger
13 Span
14 Mtwister
15 Cancel
17 River island
1-9Con-function
20 Paddle
21 Fish limb
22 Poem
23 Saucy
25 Be ill
26 Sun god
27 Rodent
28 Concealed
29 Flower part
32 Exists
1.3 Toddles
35 Leave
36- or Honor
38 Brim
39 Corded cloth
40 Above
41 Conducted
42 Meld
43 Strike
45 Swiss river
46 Total
47 Hypothetical
- force
48 Unusual
49 Sharpens
52 Scorch
54 Solitary
56 Soak
57 Docile
58 Kind of
cheese
59 Declare
DOWN
1 Evergreen
tree
2 Exist
3 Expel from
country

--- •.."--..
---

A. Kuccio, Ilve: civil senice supply technician
for the ROTC detachment at Murray State University, has been promoted from government service grade 4 to grade S. He is presented the certificate of promotion by it.
Col. Lindell G. Rutin. proressor of milittiry science at Murray Stale. Ruccio, a Louisville
native. has'served the Murray State ROTC detachment as supply technician since July,
19-6.

On the average weekday, men look forward to seeing (36 percent), publishing and
media (35 percent), and
four out of ten adults go to food the ads in magazines.
The NAB report further transportation (34 percent)
--stores, one in four shops for
of
national
other merchandise, and .notes that this widespread categories
nearty-Milf= 44 perm-RC:look -Interest in newspaper ad- newspaper advertising.
for ads in their daily vertising holds true for all
newspaper before shopping, segments of the population
according to a study by the Among 18-24 year olds, 43
Newspaper Advertising percent stated that they look
forward t6 newspaper ads.
Bureau.
The study, 'The Audience Among 25-54 year olds, it was
2 NOTICE
for Newspaper Advertising: 46 percent. And among those
Interest in Advertising and 55 and over, 41 percent said
Shopping Behavior," is based that they looked forward to
on a national probability seeing newspaper ads.
sample of 1,519 adults who
Overall, the respondents
were asked about their at- said that 32 percent of the
titudes toward advertising. local ads and 28 percent of the
Respondents were also national ads were "very" or
questioned about their interest "somewhat" interesting to
in nearly 48,000 newspaper ads them personally.
142,000 local and 5,600 national
Among the local ads, the
ads I of five column inches or supermarket category drew
. 753-1441
more which appeared on the highest interest rating (50
. 7534621
Mks. .
randomly selected pages of percent), followed by drug
753-6952
loam .
"yesterday's"
daily stores (44 percent), discount
753-9332
-_,Asealake
newspaperz
stores t43 Percent 1, and.local
$1630161
More than half of the women television. ads (41 percent):
753-5131
.• •
{52 percent) and nearly four -*oaf and household supplies
Numw
out of ten men (37 percent) led the national ads; with 40
.,y50:4141 Sid* • •
reported that they looked percent of each category
• Coaprehtnsi e
forward to seeing newspaper being rated "very" or
Care
. 753-6611
ads. By comparison, only "somewhat" interesting by
Poison Control
753-7588
about one in ten men or the respondents.
Sew Citizens
. 753-0919
women said that they look
Higher than average inNeedline .
753-NEED
forward to commercials on terest ratings were also
Learn To Read
753-2288
radio and 25 percent of the reported for the public Utility

1111 111 111111111 ill Mialill
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Foster
Parenting

Airport

•

.

753-5362
489-2414

Being overweight forces
women out of fashion and into
dowdiness causing them to
"age before their time."
"There are no clothing
tricks that will make a heavy
woman thin," explains Ka)
Morrissey, Area Director of
Weight Watchers in Kentucky
& Southern Indiana. However,
there are some tips that the
full-figure woman can use to
enhance the new fall and
winker slimmer silhouette
Tashront."Even as the pounds come off
and the clothes get looser, it
helps psychologically to look
well turned out at all times,
Kay explains. She advises:
r. "Take advantage of the
neat, tailored look that is
replacing the more costumed
outfits of a year ago. Be in step
with the less chunky shoes and
boots and the higher heel, aswell as the less bulky, longer
length skirts. Also, make use
of the returning popularity of
matching pieces, which can
produce a lankier feel."
She adds:
'The major key to help lock

an overweight woman into
fashion is accessorizing with
the latest favorites. It can turn
neat dresses and suits into
smashing looks. So, wear
. plenty of belts that are the
major touch this year. Since
they are being worn thin, at
waist hip, tight or loose, they
can accommodate .all body
types.
"Gloves are also a favored
accent and should be tucked
into belts or be seen peeping
cait ó .13touches like hats should
always be added when they're
proportioned like this year's
berets,small fedoras and neat.
little caps with brims. They
add no breadth. Instead, they
give a little height and a whole.
lot of style.
"But,after all is done, it will
serve no purpose to stick to
these tricks and still just
bemoan the extra weight.
Instead, an effective weight
reduction program should be
started now to give a woman
the jump on Thanksgiving,
Christmas,and New Year fun.
-Putting it -Olf, witailly means

27NOTICE

It's A •
• Fact Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753,6333
'WE ARE NOW FRANCHISED dealers for Ver
nonware, Poppytrail and
Mason dinnerware. The Side
Ddoor, 106 W. 11th. St..
Benton, Ky.
5. LOST IL FOUND
LOST: PAIR OF EYE
GLASSES, vacinity of 9th
and Main. Wednesday, Oct
25, 1978. Reward. Call 6762510.
SIAMISE CAT. Last seen
_Oct. 18th, near Shady Oakes
Trailer
Ct.
Spayed,
declawed. Reward. 'Leave
message at-753-37n

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar

753-1227
FREE PARKING!
6th ANNIVERSARY SALE
now in progress-Special
savings on china, earthware,
stainless and crystal. We just
might have your pattern. 65
discount on sterling flatware
in stock. Towle and Oneida.
The Side Door. '

DERBY CHAMP
FLINT, Mich. (AP) - For
Greg Cardinal, winning the
41st All-American Soap Box
Derby in Akron, Ohio,
recently was like a dream
come true.
"I still hardly believe it,"
said the 13-year-old Flint boy.
"It was a miracle."
Greg, who drove his sleek,
white, miniature racer to
victory over 83 other competitors in the senior division,
received, among other things,
a 63,000 scholarship.
He hopes to become a
veterinarian.

6. HELP WANTED

2. NOTICE

ATTENTION
SINGERS,
Song Writers and Groups,
Allied Productions is looking
for new artists and new
material in all fields, for 4
record labels. If you think
you qualify call 615-255-8884
or 615-255-6912, or write
Allied
Productions,
1300
Division St., Suite 307 Nash,
v i I le, jennessee,37203.

that nothing will be corning
off.
-This is a wonderful time of
the year to develop a program
of intelligent eating habits,"
Ka' says. "Having the
holidays coming tip can add
extra incentive. But, dieting
should be for permanent
weight loss, and not only
undertaken for a special occasion. Do it once, and for
all,"

.HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER IN MY home
weekday afternoon, 12:00 to 5
pm Own transportation and
references required. Call 7539520 after 5 pm.
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
Irivapd. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661.
DENTAL ASSISTANT, 21 or
over, ' no
experience
necessary. Send complete
resume to P. 0. Box 32 H,
Murray, Ky.

Part time male and
female. Day help wanted. Must be 18 years
orage. No phone calls.
Apply in person, but
NOT between 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m

WAITRESS
WANTED
Apply In Person

MAJESTIC
STEAK HOUSE
Hwy.641 North

Paren.s Anonymous 159-1192
759.4875 or 75.97

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE
THE LEDGER
& TIMES

fi Ow owe!Now WW1Nick re
_

I'LL WORK
ON MY
STAMP
COLLECTION

CLOSEOUT
SALE
(lose out sale on all
.used
color
TV,
Refrigerators
and
Freezers.

Murray Ford
Tractor
4t1
-• BEETLE BAILEY
WHAT'S
YOUR
COMPLAINT

COOKIE BROKE A P20P41
11DOTH TOOAYANDI TI-41N K
ALE)C6.1vI0.ERS Coin P.IG
DOWN WITH THE FLU

WILL,

751-R298
We copy and restore old
photographs

04-4, HONEY.
YOU 1...001.<
S0 S./1
.0

I'LL SAVE T1-I E
EAIJ-Y 5AD News •
FOR LA1E
.
1)----/

•Weddings

.•Portrciits
753-8298

Thanks For A Good Season.
See You Next Spring.

FOR WATKINS Products,
contact 1-folman Jones, 217 S13th , phone 753 3128
'GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759,4603.

GENEVA & JONNIE

EXPERII
PLIANCE
Good .salar
after 6 pm.
IMMEDIAT
Assistant ti
Experience
necessary.(
5 pm.
LICENSED
Sue•Z -Que's
759,1800.
MALE ,OR
perienced i
and sewing,
your work.
needed. App
to Vernons
--"NEW BUSI
Hut Pit B
taking appli
pm, plan t
Need part tit
help. Two at
cooks, 11-7
located at ol
Restraunt.
POS IT t ON
medical assi
some preyioi
physician
resume and f
Box 943, Mur
REGISTER
and LPNs.
being taken
Apply at Wt
Home, S. lett
STUFFERS
Urgently Nei
hundred Gosett-address
envelope,
TERPR ISE,
Denver C080
TRUCK DR
gasoline delh
at least 21
driver and go
Calloway c
. Permanent p
2321.
URGENTL
DEPENDABI
who can
supervision
company in N
train. Write
Pres.,
Si
Petroleum,
Worth, Tx. 761
WILL HIRE
grads, need 3
. for technic
provide train
pay. $397-4450
start. Rdom
provided. Ca
753,6439.
C. SITUATIOA
EXPERIENC
wants privet
days. Call 75
Ann.
12. INSURAN

We are sow er
ea wale low
tense eswilea
rotes coated
sweece awl II
N. 1216 • 753-31

14. WANT TO I
AN OLDER FDodge van b
8606 or 753-999)
MOTOR FOR
pickup. Must
'condition. Call
15..ARTICLES
CORRELLE
all patterns,
$39.99. Walli
Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW
pitch for 16 in
.20 inch, $11.91
$14.55. Wall
Paris, TN.
CHIMNEYS A
wall pipe 6"
lnstulation kit
ware
oR, Pa
COAL
fire brick lir
new,$65. Call
FIREPLACE
With glass dc
mesh draw sci
and finishes,
Hardware,
R Eo00
Pa l
Call after 4 pm
tire
-FIVE Er000Y
one bra
four 7ha
53v1
86 0tr
Call
FOR SALE
Call 436 2758.

TAPP'S
COAL
YARD

Sycom -re
759-4895

We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you -had pictures
made at Love's during
the paSt 25 years, we
can supply you -tvith
reprints.
CARTER
- PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO

LAUNDRY

CANTER
NOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

Dairy Queen is closing Sunday
night, November 5th. Fill your
freezer with Pints Quarts, /
1
2
Gallons, and Ice Cream Sandwithes.

6. HELP WA

I502

South 5th Street
behind
directly
Murray Ice Company.
Coal for sale by bag.
bushel, ton or truck
load. Call 753-2287.

I
40
OFF FRANCISCAN
- _ (open stock ) eartrrwareh
-2et -.Lenox
Temperware,(open
-Stock), 10 discount on entire
stock of merchandise It's
our birthday party and we
want to give you a present
Oct 25 thru„Nov. 4. The Side
Door.
_

Invitation To Bid
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will receive bids
on the following vehicles up to 1:00 p.m. luesday.
November 14, 1978 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
Two 21 Dump Gravel Trucks
.27,000 lb. G'VW
9,000 lb. front axle
18,500 lb. single-speed rear axle
4,500 lb. front springs at ground
427'cubic inch engine
5-speed transmission
reinforced frame,19.2 section modulas
10.00x20" 12-ply tires all around w/rear traction
- 4 cubic yard perfection body and hoist (body
10 long),
8' wide,sides 21",ends6" higher than sides
84"cab to axle
Alternator minimum 60 amp.
Battery minimum 70 amp. hours
Rear Springs 23,000 and 4 leaf auxiliary
springs,
20x7'7 inches cast spoke rims
12.000 lb. front springs
Hiders must guarantee delivery-within 90 days of
acreptaneesof btd. Additional specifications ma be
-4400044-,1_
ummt v reserves the right to purehase-2, lar--rejeet
mrry nr all

Choice position9-now
available for persons with
working experience as:

*Automotive Upholsterers,
Interior Specialists
*Automotive Painters
*Tig-welders
*Moon Roof Installers
-sapedly growing national limousine
manufacturer, based at Spetngffeld, Mrisouri
in the beautiful Ozarks, will pay relocation,
moving expenses and top salanes commensurate with
your ability Must have aptitude-for automotive
body and,or interior work, plus working expenence

R
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6. HELP WANTED

IS. ARTICLES FOR

sata

26. TV-RADIO

43. REAL ESTATE

EXPERIENCED
AP. FOR SALE Dancing
PLIANCE service man. contact Fay Hurt Broom, CS RADIO, Ham equipt
at the
Good .salary. Call 753-2360 Beauty Box.
ment, Linear's. Call 474-27411.
753.7132.
after 6pm.
FOR SALE 3 Ricks of woultl. COLOR TV'S! Want a new
IMMEDIATE
25" color tv at a bargain? We
OPENING Call 753.2358.
Assistant for oral surgeon.
14KT DIAMOND CLUSTER have 3 with damaged
Experience prefered but not
RING. Brand new. Best cabinets works perfect and
necessary. Call 7534090 after Offer.
fully warranted. Clayton's
See at Owens Food (formerly J
5 pm.
& B Music) 753
Market, Apt. No.6.
7575.
LICENSED BEAUTICIAN.
LEAF COMPOSTER AND
Sue Z Que's Beauty Salon. little
2 wheel metal trailer.
759 MO
27. mg!. HOME SALES
Call 753-2291.
MALE ,OR FEMALE ex
perienced in leather work MOBILE HOME anchoring FOR SALE OR RENT,
now available at Mobile Home on nice lot at
and sewing,. Must be meat in equipment
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. Panarama
All
Shores.
your work. Also salesperson
furneeded. Apply in person only SET OF 1977 World Book electf ic, completely
to Vernons Inc., Olympic Encyclopedias, 5200. Also nished, washer and dryer.
have mens, wornerts and Call 436-5553 atter.6 pm. Plata,
childrens clothing
One FOR SALE BY OWNER?
NEW BUSINESS, Hickory chrome
Hut Pit Bar•B-Que. Now chairs, dinette set with 4 Mobile home, 1978 model,
$7.
Call
after 3 pm, never used, 14 X 70, all
taking applications daily Ls 753.7694.
electric, 2 baths and 3
pm, plan to open _shortly.
3
TRAILER
AXLES, wheels bedrooms. Must be seen to be
Need part timeday and night
help. Two all night part time and tires, minimum weight, appreciated. Call Bob Futrell
cooks, H-7 am. Good pay, 5200 lbs per axle. Trailer at 753 7668 days or 753.2394
located at old Thoroughbred tongue with jack stand. One -nights.
•
floor model Sears drill press,
Restraunt.
with 3/4 hp
FOR SALE, 121S-60A BR,
POSITfON OPEN FOR 5913 after _motor- -Call 7-53- extra nice. Call 419-2774.
4 pm.
medical assistant. Must have
MOBILE
some previous experience in VAPORIZER HUMIDIFIER 1968 SHELBY
/
2
and an antique couch. Call Home. 12 X 65, 3 BR, 11
physician
office.
Send
bath, central heat and air,
resume and reference to P.O. 753-9421.
furnished. Call 753.1725.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
Box 943, Murray, Ky. 42071.
TRAILER FOR SALE: 1973,
REGISTERED
NURSES HARVEST GOLD ADMIRAL 12 X 70, 2 bedroom, 2 bath
and LPNs. Applications dishwasher, one year old,
over
being taken for nurses aids. with 7 different controls, trailer. $2000 and take
payments. Call 753-6189.
Apply at Westview Nursing $150. Call 753-2636.
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 2
Home, S. 16th. Murray, Ky.
bedroom, all electric, new
STUFFERS AND MAILERS
Used
carpet throughout, washer,
Furniture
Urgently Needed! $25.00 per
dryer, refrigerator, air
Used Appliances
hundred Guaranteed. Send
conditioner. $4900. Celt 153,
selt-addressed -STerfnpe
Used
TM!,
3143.
envelope,
TX
ENTER PR ISE, Box 21 679,
Hodge & Son, Inc.
28. MOB.HOME RENTS
Denver CO 80221.
205 So, 5th
TRUCK DRIVER. 11
/
2 ton
MOBILE
HOMES
and
gasoline delivery truck. Age
mobile home spaces for rent
at least 21, experienced TWO TWIN SIZE BEDS with at Riveria Courts, Call 753.
driver and good knowledge of mattress and box springs, 3280.
Calloway cunty helpful. $125. Phone: 753-7777 after 4 TWO
BEDROOM 12 X 60,
. Permanent position. Call 753- pm.
furnished, $125
month,
2321.
THREE COUCHES, chair, couples only. West of Almo
URGENTLY
NEED two platform rockers, five Heights, al mile off hwy. Call
DEPENDABLE
PERSON chairs, $2 to $15. 10 Chairs 753-4661.
who can work without good for tobacco stripping, TWO BR TRAILER
at Shady
supervision for Texas oil 5.50-51.50. Call 45-4397 after Oaks. 489-2533
company in Murray area. We 6 pm.
TWO BEDROOM Expand°
train. Write K. M. Dick, 17. VACUUM CLEANERS
mobile home for rent or sale.
Pres.,
Southwestern ELECTROLUX
can
be rented with option to
Sales and
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Service
in
purchase.
Paducah
Central heat and
call
1Worth, Tx. 76101.
A.
4.43 6469. In Murray call Tony Air, unfurnished. DONALD
WILL HIRE 3 high school Montgomery 753-6760.
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753grads, need 3 17-25 yetr olds
4342.
. for technical jobs. We 11. FARM EQUIP.
provide training with good FARMER SPECIAL, stock 10 X 40, ALL ELECTRIC
home
Pay. $397-460 per month to prods by Shox Stock, model furnished, mobile
start. Room•board-medical E-24, $9.99, model HD-30, Deposit. Call 753 2743 after 5
Pm.
provided. Call Navy (502) $11-.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin HardWare, Paris, TN.
753:6439.
FARMER SPECIAL, fence 29. HEATING & COOLING
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
controls, by Shox Stock, HEATERS Electric, Mat.
EXPERIENCED Nurses Aid
thewS 4000 w., 4 stack,$34.99..
wants private duty. Prefer electric Or battery op- Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
perated, $26.95, 39.99 and
days. Call 753-0061, ask for 49.99
Wallin Hardware, KING
Automatic
wood
Ann. ,
Paris, TN.
heaters, $159.95. 'Wallin
1969 MODEL 656 Inter Hardware, Paris, TN.
12. INSURANCE
natonal diesel tractor. High' 32. APTS. FOR RENT
cleanor and wide front end FOR RENT Nice 1 BR fur
with 4 bottom 14" plows, 111
/
2 nished apartment. 1414 Vine.
We ors noo writing bowline
ft. wheel disc. All in good
on mob% Wm's, with 3 AU
condition. Will sell all for
hermit eaatpaaias. For bast
For Sale Or Lease
$6500. Call 753-2913
rates cooled Wilson InNewly redecorated 6
22. MUSICAL
surance and Neel htota, 302
FOR
SALE:
SIGNET
room garage -apartPl. 12th • 753-3263.
SILVER trombone, used one
ment One block from
o year, like new. Call 753.0011.
university. 753-1812 or
14. WANT TO BUY
"PIANO SMALL..white used
AN OLDER FORD, Chevy or spinet-bargin. Used spinet
759-4909.
Dodge van body. Call 753- piano Walnut. Repossessed
spinet piano. Used grand
8606 or 753 9997
Practice
pianos. TWO BEDROOM, APARMOTOR FOR 1967 Chevrolet pianos.
TMENT, furnished, washer,
pickup. Must be in good Trade-in your piano for a dryer, dishwasher, carpeted,,
Baldwin. Easy - payments
-condition. Call 436-2102.-0water
- furnished, eietVic
available. Lonardo Piano
15.ARTICLES FOR SALE
Company. Across Post heat, $135 per month, $50
deposit required. 753-4726.
Expressions, Office, Paris, Tennessee."
CORR ELLE
all patterns, 20 piece sets, 23.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
EXTERMINATING
5,39.99. Wallin Hardware,
4 BR HOUSE Partially
NOW
IS
ONE
OF
THE
best
Paris, TN.
times to spray under and furnished in quite area of
CHAIN SAW chains, IS inch around your
home, bugs, city. Call 753-7575.
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25, spiders, all
kinds of insects HOUSE, 2 BR in Dexter.
20 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch, and pests are
refrigerator
looking for a Stove and
$14.55. Wallin Hardware, Place_ ..to.
__hibernate-under _furnished, $100 per .month.
Paris, TN.
your hoine. It's warm, they Call 753-4661.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple are out of the bad weather. HOUSE FOR RENT at 512 S.
This
makes a perfect home 13th., no • pets, deposit
wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin for all kinds of insects. Do not required. $175 per month.
delay. Call today. Prevention .Call 753-0818 after 4:30 pm.
Hardware, Paris, TN.
COAL OR WOOD.- STOVE, is far cheaper than repairs. 36. RENT OR LEASE
fire brick lined. Same as Kelly's Termite and Pest GET SETTLED IN before
Control. 100 S. 13th St. 753new,$65. Call 436-2506.
winter hits with this nice lot
3914.
for trailer near Whites
FIREPLACE
Inclos-ures
with glass doors and wire 24. MISCELLANEOUS
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
mesh draw screens. All sizes FREEZER BEEF. Choice miles from
Murray, all
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin grain fed-aged beef. Front hookups, many trailers near
quarter
5.79
cents
a
poLnd, by. Only $28 per month,
tiardware, Paris, TN.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. whole or side 5.89 cents a 753-7405 after 6 pm.
pound.
Hind
quarter
5.99
Call after 4 pm,759-4088.
cents a pound hanging
- -FIVE GOODYEAR RADIAL
Mini
ight. Food- tfampt ac -tires, one brand new, other ftpted. We also do custom
Warehouse
four have 60 tread left, $125. slaughtering. Paris Meat
Call 753.8606 or 753-9997.
Storage Space
Processing, 642-8201. One
FOR SALE FIREWOOD. mile north of Paris on old
For Rent
Call 436 2758.
Murray road.

•
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surety with
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WE HIM OPENINGSFOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS AND
TRAINEES IN
THE MURRAY AREA
Our outstanding growth and increasing
volume are due to a good product, and good
people If you have the skills to train and
motivate othersplus the drive to succeed, and
an attitude that will accept nothing but
success, we can start you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goal. Food service experience
is helpful but not required. Proven leadership •
skills are vital. We offer
• Good salary while training
• Rawl advancement
• Benefits
plus the support of a young,enthusiastic
organization-For more information
call Mr. McDaniel
Monday,Tuesday,or Wednesday from
7:00 AM to 5:00 PM
an equal opportunity employer

WE
•

,ri

In Business
Since 1956733-5446

Donald
Tucker
Realtor
10.? v.,0 -

17 acres of beautifully
wooded land near Kentucky Lake. Less than
$900 per acre.
C 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc

41111114
_..1

r.esosesu nto

MPW

43. REAL ESTATE
I

A

KOPPERUD REALTY has
full-time
five
sales
professionals to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question regarding
any phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at 753-,
1222, or stop by our conveniently located office at 711
Main. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY want to be YOUR
Real Estate People.

N. Poplar-Benton

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

QUALREALITY
527.1468 _753 9625

502 Maple
753 3332

A

16 ACRES HWY 121 south, 7
miles from Murray. 3 acres
pasture, 13 acres wooded.
753-6265.
ANXIOUS OWNER+IM.
MEDIATE
POSSESSION OP
PORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on quiet tree
lined street. Separate living
space for parents, in-laws or
guests.. add fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and
convenience to university
and shopping. Priced just
reduced. This
home
available ,for early oc
cupancy. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
' 753-8080
Profession& Services
With Tht Friendly Touch"

40 Wooded, Acres of
Complete Privacy
Large Private Lake,
stocked with fish. This
property is not far
from Hwy. 94W. but
totally
secluded.
Beautiful building site,
house reoently burned.
See This NOW! Only
$25,000. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street.
3 BR 1 1,2 STORY BRICK
House, sewing room, rumpusroom, 704 Olive, near
health center, , clowntown,
public library. Central gas
heat, airconditioned, garbage disposal, dishwasher.
Basement, livingroom,
diningroom, kitchen, breakfast nook, fireplace, front,.
patio, 1' 2 bath Priced to sell;
$39,950. Shown
by appointment only, John Pasco,
753-2649 or 753.5791.

JACK
HELLO
FROST! Toast your
toes by the fireplace in
this 2 BR, 2 ba
mobile home with a 24
by 24' built on den.
Ideal location in quie
secluded subdivisio
close to lake.

REALTORS

Sereall ftina WNW 31/2 miles of

city. las 3 immireeses, Ph
balk excallsat base board
boat, gosh wok stock been,
Mesa is brick end stone. Call
733-3263.

Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Tom Herndon 753-0974
Shirley Wilferd 753-3043
Alex Mpteod 753-1575
753-3262

HOUSE FOR SALE BY
OWNER. Lovely home 4
miles SE of Murray, 2 BR,
large Living area, kitchen
and utility ,room. 2 car
garage, garden spot, posture.
and -barn, storage building
With concrete floor. Large
trees and shrubs. New well
and septic tank. 1 1'2 acre lot,
115' X 550, $31,000. Call 753.
1463 after 6:30 pm.
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they fit! See if this
home doesn't fit your needs!
, 3 'bedroom,
2
bath
brick.;ample sized rooms,
fenced in back yard, appliances including washer,
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
yourself, see this home
before someone else buys it.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753.1492.
/81=11811.1111.1111

46 sass of prime Sordidmoat lend. 34 acres In crop
prodection, balms io wooded
lots. Has 4400 h. of rood
heater near Calowgy-Nenry
Co. Casuistry Club only 1 mile
east al Potreo. Hot tobacco
base earl born. Hat and surrey fundsbred.

124 Street

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75116451

Wenends 6 Evenings Cell
Joe Kennon 436 56/6
Bud Noll 753.4368
sooty Ben, Smith 753 3383
Maiel erendon 753 1 513
Don Tucker 753 1930

Professional Services
With The Fneodly Touch"

FOR
BUSINESS
SALE . . . Nationally
known food specialty
business for sale. Firmly established in
Murray, shows excellent profit margin.
Business and equipment. Only $49,9011
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 North 12th
Street.

'

COMMERCIAL LOT ON S.
12th St 1.61 acres with over
285 ft. of road frontage. Ideal
for franchise buslness. Hard
to find this size lot in this
area. Contact NELSON
SHROAT CO. -REALTORS,
759-1707.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
for
sale
Located on South 12th Street
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retail business. This is
a 137' X 183' lot, prime
business location. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 for more information.

LARGE HOME
Nice older home on entner of 10th and Poplar.
Has 4 or 5 bedrooms,
carpet,gas heat{Outside
recently covered with
aluminum siding. Can
have 2 aptirtments.
Guy Spann 753-2587
T.0 Collie 753•5122

••t

1975 VEGA, $1200 or best
offer. Call 436-2191.
50. USED TRUCKS
1952 CHEVROLET 1 1/2 TON
truck, flatted, $290. Call 43/5536 before 3 pm.
1973 CHEVROLET PICKUP
350 -V-8, power steering,
automatic and air conditioned. Good mechanical
condition. Sacrifice must
sell!! Call 753-4744, priced
$1750. Truck located 623-8321,
Cindy-623-8919.
1969 Clii&VR-OLE T PlCICAJP,
long bed, spoke wheels, good
condition. Call 474-2757
before 3 pm.
1 TON 1971 Truck, remote
control color- tv, Magnavox,
° AM-FM
tape
stereo,
chainsaw. Call 753-3506.
51. CAMPERS
TRAVEL TRAILER ,29 foot,
Holiday Rambler, complete
with air conditioner, sway
bars, load leveler and
receiver.
Excellent
con
dition. $5,500. Call 435-4265
after 7 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1976 BOMBER BASS BOAT,
with 65 hp Mercury, M & M
custom
trailer,
fully
equipted, in excellent condition, $2300. Call 753-2316
after 5 pm.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
refrigeration
work. Also
small electrical jobs. Call
753:0762 after 5 pm.

1972 SL 350 HONDA, good
condition, $325. Call 492-8102
after 4 pm.
1976' XR-75 HONDA, con'dition.hike new-Ca++-753-4763.
1975 YAMAHA 250-CC trail
bike, new tires, seat and
Ainley Auction
sprockets. Excellent condition. Phone 437.4666.
Realty Safes
COI 1101155T *MUT
48. AUTO.SERVICE
Auctioneer Realtor.
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
Appraiser
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
ITh. 19011479-2986 479-3713
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
South Fulton Tenn.'
49. USED CARS
WHY PAY RENT? When you 1974 BUICK REGEL, AM.
can own this 3 bedroom brick FM stereo, excellent conhome at an affordable price. dition. Midnight blue, white
Good home in quiet neigh- interior and white vynil top.
borhood with lovely land- Call 753-6962.
scaped yard. Backyard is 1970 BONNIVILLE, 4-door,
fenced and home is neat a's a hard top, power steering,
pin throughout. All the work brakes and air. Call 753-7810
is already done for you, so before 2 pm.
don't let this opportunity 1975 BUICK REVERIA,
pass. Phone KOPPERUD brown, buckskin interior,
REALTY,753-1222,
fuly equipped, 53450. Can be
seen at Darnell Marike
Sales
1974 CAMARO, Z-28, Power
steering, brakes. and air..
•••
Excellent condition. Call 7536030 after 5 Om.
1973 CHARGER, power
steering, breaks, air, AMF M cassettee, new tires,
wheels, low, miles, $1400. Call
436-5366 after 7 pm.
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN
DEVILLE. -"Loaded with
equipment, steel belted
753- 2t1
radial tires, a real good car,
$1350. Call 1.354.6217
1965 DODGE STATION
wagon. Excellent condition,
power steering, automatic,
air, recently overhauled. 759
4878 anytime.
LOTS IN WESTWOOD
GRAND
1974
FORD
TORINO. Power brakes,
MAMMON
steering air conditoning,
There are still some
perfect condition. Cal9 A928589
or 901.247 5576.
nice lots left at West1967
FALCON
SPORT
wood. Priced from
COUPE, 289, V-8, 4-speed.
$4,500 to $5,500.00.
See it at 1508 Chsetnut or Call
753-7356 ask for Jim.
1974 MUSTANG II Mach I.
Excellent condition, one
owner, lots of extras. Call
Jan before 8 am or after 5
Louise Baker 753-2409 pm,
753-3069.
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 1970 PONTIAC GRAND
PRIX, good condition, white
with black vinyl roof. Black
interior, needs motor and
some body work Power and
air, sell for best Offer. Call
..
153'3855,

GUY SPANN
REALTY
901 Sycamore

1974 PINTO, automatic,$950.
1970 Chevrolet wagon, power
and llir, no rust, 132,5 Call
489-2595
1974 90 REGENCY, 4-door,
new radial-Wes:64.000 miles,
white with red interksr, show
room condition Weida and
outside,$2650. Call 431-511110.1975 VW DASHER. exceptional condition, with air,
$3000. Call 753-7792.

44. LOTS FOR SALE
LETS GET to the point! That CARPET CLEANING, at
"QUALITY
PLUS" best is this excellent lake front lot reasonable rates. Prompt
this
new
describes
3 located on a point in Croppie and efficient service. Custom'
bedroom, 2 bath home Hollow. Yours for only Carpet Care. 489-2774.
located in Hazel. Fireplace $10,600 DONALD R TUCKER CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
with
built-in REALTOR 753-4342.
heatalator,
caps installed, minor repair.
appliances, custom
built
References furnished. Call
cabinets, heat pump, ther- LOT FOR SALE- Zoned for the Chimney experts.
Magic
Call
753-8067
duplex.
after
5
mopene windows are only a
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759few of the quality features of pm
4878.
this home. The price is right! WOODED Ph ACRES, has
sA
A
,
N,a
'T
fte
Gr_5
ETthose
r
small jobs
30's. Phone KOPPERUD well, septic tank, trailer pole :
the house or mobile
ou
and white rock drive. First arnd
REALTY,753-1222.
home done? Carpentry,
$3000 takes it. Call 759-41388painting,
plumbing,
45. FARMS FOR SALE
aluminum siding, patios,
-------------------100 ACRE DAIRY rar,-31' - small concrete jobs, call 436Jersey Cows. Call 435-4469.
-46.-HOMES-PORIALE
DO YOU need stumps
MUST SELL! 2 bedroom removed from your yard or
frame house with full land cleared oestumps? We
basement. All appliances can remove stumps up to 24"
BOY MAJOR
and draperies stay with below the ground, leaving
REAL ESTATE
house. Good location at 602 only sawdust and chips. Call
Vine St. ,Priced in teens. Call for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-8080
after 4:30 Oh,753-9924.
, 753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435•0. E. STEELE HOME at 4343.
'Profession4IServices
Dover Tenn on hwy 49, 2&
With The Friendly Touch'
miles from lake, 2/
1
2 acres!'" Give a personal gift
with income from water!
for Christmas. The
system. 5 bedrooms,2 baths,j.
SOMEBODY WANTS
12 years old. Call 1 232.1053.i
next few weeks are
YOUR HOME 'AND
.Open house Nov. 4 and 5.
beautiful time for
a
WE have what it takes
HONDA 350, LOW mileage,
outdoor portraits
also a 18 foot canoe and 2
to find that somebody.
snow tires. For more in.
Made at your home
Experience, salesmaformation, call 751:533'.
scvie of the
nshiP, anct knowledge.
1977 KAWASAKI 650, $1600.
beautiful .places
Call 759-4104.
Want your home sold?
1973 MX-125. Needs minor
Call BOYD-MAJORS
around Murray Coll
repair. Call 753-84152, after
REAL ESTATE - 753now for on ap3:00.

11080. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street.

1

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
153-0984
Floored and reedy. Up to 12 s 74. Also bernityle, officer, cottages.
moo& imam ad ons, end patios, pi U BUILD, pre coot completely ready
to apipmbip up to 24 s 60,
Buy the best for less
0,•11.

I

Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Nell /53 4868
Mary Beth Smith 753 3381
Rotel Biandan 753 1513
Don Tucker 753 1930

43. REAL ESTATE

OFFICE SPACE for rent,505
Main St: Catl 759 1429.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
BLACK AMGUS BULL, 13
months old, 800+ lbs., $400.
Also Sirresa hay, $1.50 per
bale. 759 1850 after 5 pm.
3S. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC GERMAN-SHEPERD
puppies. Solid black, can
furnished 5 generations
pedigreepapers. Call 502-5542153, Paducah.
•
AKC
REGISTERED
Doberman pups. Champion
Purdom & Thurman
blood line, $100, Call 753-1380
after 4.30.
Insurance & Real Estate
SUDSBURY PARK. We
Sourhside Court 5rtvore
groom all breeds of small
Murray, Kentucky
and medium dogs. Located in
town for your convenience.
753-4451
By appointment only. Call
759-4140, 9.5, Monday Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
grooming.
more money each month on
41. PUBLIC SALES
rent than his total monthly
CRAFT A-ND HOUSEHOLD payment would be if he
SALE. Fri and Sat., 5 parfy. bought this 3 bedroom mobile
PlaSter, macrame, crochet home. . New
car
and many other hand mande pet...underpinned and best of
gift items. Cherry Corner all .on private lot in town
Rd. on 121 S.
near shopping centers and
YARD SALE, 1627 Loch .sChools. Call today and let us
Lomond Dr. All kinds of tell, you rapre. LORETIFE
bicycles. Friday 12:30 to 5. JOBS REALTORS at 753.1492
or Amos McCarty at 753 2249.
All day,Saturday.
YARD SALE, between Stella DRIVE BY and see this new
front
home
on
& Kirksey on hwy 299. Watch lake
for signs. Thur. and F1-Nov. Lakeshore Drive in Keniana
subdivision
2000 scr - ft of
2nd and3rdtrorn7.1L--living area, brick, central
4312EAL ESTATE
peat and air, three bedroom,
BRAND NEW CABIN Rustic' two bath. DONALD - R
cypress exterior.
Living TUCKER REALTOR. 502
room with beamed ceiling, Maple, 753 4:451
kitchen with stOve and
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms and
1 bath. New carpeting,
JOHN C.
furnished with couch and
NEUBAUER
chair, dining room table and
4 chairs,-se sof of- bunk
REALTOR
beds, and. curtains. This

CO. REALTORS.759 1707

and!
WILSON

froesenas a hewing; Cott

"LOOK, DARLING, OUR VERY FIRST
CREDIT CARD CAME "TODAY,11

1

ere
E H There
E PRICE.
E43E
REALISTIC
)RECAULTIVEO
are a lot of people who say
they would like to have an
attractive three bedroom two
bath home. They would
especially like to have one
with a large living roomdining room combination,'
large eat in kitchen with a lot
of cabinets, a nice den with
fireplace and a wooden deck.
It would even be nice to nave
central gas heat and air, but
a house with all of these
features would be too ex•
pennsive. Right? Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced
at 148,900. Phone KOP.
PERUD REALTY,753-1222.

Waldrop Realty
re

53. SERVICESOFFERED

41. USED CARS

torrinfttn

ot3gErp

pointment We have
o large selection of
frames.

_
Carter
Photographic stud,.
753-8298

Custom- Plant
Bed Fumaation
Pascha'lT, Route 4,

Call Mark
Murray.

753-4802
.„
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS

404 Seek 1111-Stree '
-1‘
• '!:,181101214=4-11AL.
Murray, Ileirtacily 42071

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICf HIAR CUT it.50
PRICE WAVE S1.25
FOO emery Al 150185 CAM 5110N1/ 753 4613

WALLIS DRUG
•PRISCRIPTIONS
•HOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LE ADINC EIRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOILISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, 'two full
ceramic baths,' huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage_ withilice guest apartment above.
Clilifiehas other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701

Murray
Datsun Inc.

BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. call 1
395 4967 or 1-362-4895.
B & .1 HYDRAULICS. Ser
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydrautie parts, Sack
rebuilding, prices starting at
517.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94 East
Call 436-2788.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free esttmates for your
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
your
per
installed
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and -cos:4401iCall Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247.8986 collect.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753 7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
service,
prompt, effici
-0605.
call Ernest White,
LIGHT TRUCK Hailing and
yard junk. Call 753
'
3L 5.
CARPET
LEE'S
CLEANING, vibra-tiack,
deeming,
dry
steam
Reasonable
references.
rates, free estimates. Call
753-5827.
NEED YOUR yard raked?
The MSU Horticulture Club
is raking leaves beginning
Nov 4. For more information
call Jeff Grubbs, 753-8636 or
Cindy Cook 767.3355.
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landolt at 753-8170 or
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair
Call Joe Jackson after 5 p.m.
75J-7149.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Cnuek's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 7537149 after 6 pm.
Window
PROFESSIONAL
cleaning, 20 years ex
perience. Stores and private
homes. Call 901.782.5981.
excellent
ROOFING,
753-1486
Call
references.
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
SA-VE- ENERGY.- Blown-in
or bats insulation. TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
Call (502,)-924-5541.
THREE BOY TEAM wigrake your lawn in' a flash.
Call 753-0936 after 5 pm.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 1442-7026.
WILL BABYSIT DURING
the day. For few children.
-Call 759-4415.
'
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD,in
my home week days. Age 2-5
•
years old. Call 753-7547.
WILL DO BABYSITTING. in
my home. Cherry Corner and
East Elementary area. 7538623.
56. FREE COLUMN
BLACK MALE KITTEN. Six
old; very ,------it---eitanths
fectionate. Call 753-3994.
BOSTON
MALE
ONE
TERRIER. Three years old.
Leaving area, must give
away. 753-64302 after 5 pm.

West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

PHONE
_;...5Q248314961,„

F.
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LEAN COOKED
ili61714E

Roast Beef

PIES
$139

French Bread

LB

Fryer Backs
11.E.11.A.IMAM A NOW MIAS

Split Broilers

694

Turkey Drumsticks Ls 494
r

$249
11.

IN STORE BAKED
LOAF 69

BEEF
WIENERS

DELICIOUS

Cranberry Relish Ls $1 1 9
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&PCS- CHICKENSALAD S299
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ATO
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• 1 LEROLLS
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FRIED
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ADVERTISED DIN POUCT
two of these advertised items IS required to be rood*
avalebe for soh m each ILreger stem except as sparked.,
noted in this ad if woe be non out of an advertised item, eke
woad* reflecting the same sowings or a munched each
eel onto* you to purchase the ocher-had item at the
szdvierttsed poke Wan 30 days
TOTAL SATISFACTION CAMOMILE
[tarter's/1g ow bus at Eraser .s pioont.sd for your total
satisfaction regardless of
ochres If you or. mot
satisfied Kroger ear replace your item an* tbe some brond
or *comparable blond or ritual yew purchase price
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MOREPROOF
OFLOW PRICES
EVERYDAY!
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KROGER COST-CUTTERS HELP TRIM YOUR FOOD BUDGET!

You'll find the Cost-Cutter symbols on hafdreds of your favorite items throughout the store - plus each week. you'll find Cost (Vier
Weekly Ad Specals for eztro swings on Grocery items Dory Frozen Foods 114polth A Beauty Aids Meet IS Produce

.111111.111111111111•1111111.111•11
COST-CUTTER COUPON]

LOOK FOR THESE ITEMS TEMPORARILY REDUCED IN PRICE!
WAS NOW
OCEAN SIVA'I
Cranberry Juice 45BYE02 5133
I

$129
QUAKERs1
A6 L
81' M
99" SUPER BLEND

KROGER

Chili w 'Bean.

. 24 OZ. CAN

95 c

leaf Stew...24 OL CAN

1 15

KROGER

DEL MONTE WHOLE KFRNft

0

gegggyi
OZ.
'no Dinners ISKG.
KROGER MANDAN*
1101.
MA, MEI

Oranges

CAN

65'

634

49

474

HOME PRICE

Lawn-Leaf Bo

S CTS.

MONTE

DN1 D
VEGETABLES

•-

Tomato Catsup 71i: 491

Alft
..ts

KROGER SP AGHMI
5733

Sauce

320!. JAR

MAGIC

110(11
ColbmiyuErileese

SP

$1109

OLD WORLD

Yogurt
mum,
Sugar_Cookies

WAS NOW

RAW LASEL DECANTER

31 CI

Karo Syrup

5725

RED LABEL

Koro Syrup

IA Or

ITI

DECORATOR FACIALS
Cf
BOX

I 2S
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